From the President's Desk
Dear Members,
Manufacturing is a key sector for the economic development of any country. With the Indian market
becoming an aggressive player in the manufacturing industry, raising the bar to global standards is
critical for success. This requires for better standards to be set, which enable the Indian markets to sustain
against the competition from imports. With the government initiative of Make in India, standards and
standardization help manufactures understand what the Indian market is expecting from them in terms
of quality and safety of their products and services. While the solution lay in aligning with global best
practices, it is equally important for consumers to be educated on the importance of standards.
Beginning from the Industrial revolution to the present date, manufacturing has been an integral part of an
economy’s development. While the services sector played a key role in the growth of the Indian economy
during the last 3 decades, the manufacturing sector took a back seat and definitely calls for a high rev up.
Having understood the need to augment the manufacturing sector, the government of India has come
up with the ‘Make in India’ initiative. The program aims to place India on the global map by making it a
global hub for manufacturing.
To boost the manufacturing sector as part of ‘Make in India’, reputed global manufacturers have been
invited to set up their manufacturing bases in India Key areas such as defence, railways, construction
and medical devices have been identified and opened up for Foreign Direct Investment. As a result, the
sector is set to become highly competitive, along with experience of these multinationals in complying
with global standards of production and operations.
Build trust with your customers, improve your customer retention, build brand trust and boost your ROI
by focusing on your product quality. Product quality is also how well the product does what it's supposed
to do, and how well it holds up over time. Some consumers view quality as a price point while others
appreciate a product because it’s “greener.” Regardless of the various viewpoints from the public, product
quality is a competitive marker for brands that affects purchasing decisions and profitability.
To help the manufacturing activities, this month our magazine is covering articles on Lean, Six Sigma
Tools, ZED and Retooling with Robots.
Meet your in next issue
With regards,

June 2020

V. Krishnakumar
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Retooling with
Robots
Introduction

A day wasted on others is not wasted on one’s self.

Dr. B. Vinod

Head - Robotics
PSG College of Technology
Coimbatore

Robotics has been broadly classified into
industrial robotics and service robotics. Industrial
robots have been used for various industrial
applications since 1970’s, but have become an
indispensable machine of the shop floor since early
2000. Service robots industry is currently growing
at a rapid pace and has almost equaled the business
volume of industrial robots. This segment consists of
robots for surgery, healthcare, drones, underwater,
mobility, defense, personal care and humanoids.
The annual global business for both segments put
together expected for 2020 is US$ 37 billion and the
predicted business for 2025 is US$102.5 billion.
Benefits of Robots: Employing robots in
manufacturing gives several advantages like
improved worker safety, lower operating costs,
reduced lead times, faster RoI, consistent and
improved part production, smaller environmental
footprint, better planning, reduced need for
outsourcing, optimal utilization of floor space,
system flexibility, easy retooling, easiness in
repositioning for new production programs and
reduced changeover time.
June 2020

Manufacturing has become a mixed field of activity
amid the COVID-19 pandemic. Though some
industries have been hard hit by stay-at-home and
social distancing directives, essential businesses
like food and beverages, pharmaceuticals, medical
equipment, and robotics are flourishing. Meanwhile,
some manufacturers have stepped up to retool
their production lines, ramping up production
to meet the post Covid scenario. Through all of
this, as manufacturers figure out how to keep up
their workers socially distanced on the shop floor,
robotics have come to the rescue, making continued
production possible with safety and higher
productivity. Robots are now being used extensively
to execute jobs that were previously carried out by
manual or semi-automated systems. Today, there
are factories where the entire factory operations
are automated and controlled by synchronized
machines, robots and computers. Robots are used
in manufacturing not only for repetitive, dirty,
hazardous, and simple applications, but also for
applications that are very intricate and complex.
Understanding robots and its subsystems are very
important for any decision maker before deploying
these sophisticated machines on the shop-floor.
Wrong choice of robots in the decision-making may
lead to disasters. But at the same time, it’s not just
the right choice of robot alone that makes a highly
productive shop-floor. Bare industrial robots are
now available off –the- shelf. The system integration
plays a crucial role for successful implementation
of the project. This article is intended to give some
insights on the selection of robots and the major
parameters for customization for a successful robot
station.
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Industrial robots can be classified into six major
types, according to its mechanical configuration, as
Articulated, Cartesian, SCARA, Polar, Cylindrical
and Delta/Parallel kinematic.

handle heavy loads and have high positioning
accuracy as they move in a controlled space. These
robots are commonly used in loading and unloading,
assembly, inspection, nuclear material handling and
adhesive applications

Articulated Robots

SCARA Robots

Types of Industrial Robots

Articulated robot resembles a human arm in its
mechanical configuration, and is also the most
common industrial robot. The arm is connected to
the base with a twisting joint. The number of rotary
joints connecting the links in the arm can range
from two joints to ten joints and each joint provides
an additional degree of freedom. The joints can be
parallel or orthogonal to each other. Articulated
robots having six degrees of freedom are the most
commonly used industrial robots as the design
offers maximum flexibility. They have large work
envelope for the least floor space and can be very
fast in operation. These robots are commonly used
in welding, food packaging, material handling,
machine tending, automotive assembly, Steel
bridge manufacturing, metal cutting, glass handling,
foundry and forging applications.

SCARA (Selective Compliance Assembly Robot
Arm) robots have a donut shaped work envelope
and consists of two parallel joints that provide
compliance in one selected plane. The rotary shafts
are positioned vertically, and the end effector
attached to the arm moves horizontally. SCARA
robots specialize in lateral movements and are
mostly used for assembly applications. They have
large workspace, high repeatability and high speed
of operation. These robots are commonly used in
assembly, semiconductor wafers handling, sorting
and packaging applications.

Polar Robots

Cartesian Robots
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Cartesian robots are also called gantry robots and
have a rectangular configuration. These types
of industrial robots have three prismatic joints
to deliver linear motion by sliding on its three
perpendicular axes. These robots are simple, can

Polar robots have a twisting joint connecting the
arm with the base and a combination of two rotary
joints and one linear joint connecting the links.
These are also called as spherical robots, since it has
a spherical work envelope and the axes form a polar
co-ordinate system. These robots have a centrally
pivoting shaft and an extendable rotating arm. The
gun turret configuration of polar robots sweeps
a large volume of space, but the access of the arm
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I slept and I dreamed that life is all joy. I woke and I saw that life is all service.
I served and I saw that service is joy.

Cylindrical Robots
Cylindrical robots have at least one rotary joint at
the base and at least one prismatic joint connecting
the links. These robots have a cylindrical workspace
with a pivoting shaft and an extendable arm, which
moves vertically and by sliding. The compact
design of the end of the arm allows the robot to
reach tight work envelopes without any loss of
speed and repeatability. It is mostly used in simple
applications where materials are picked up, rotated
and placed. They are simple as well as can carry
large payloads. These robots are commonly used in
die casting, assembly applications, Die casting and
coating applications.

Delta Robots
Delta robots are also called parallel link or parallel
kinematic robots as it consists of parallel joint
linkages connected with a common base. Owing
to direct control of each joint over the end effector,
the positioning of the end effector can be controlled
easily with its arms resulting in high-speed
operation. Delta robots have a dome shaped work

envelope. These robots are generally used for fast
pick-and-place or product transfer applications.
Of the above six configurations of robots,
Articulated, SCARA and Delta are the most popular
in manufacturing industries.
Three major areas that may witness huge
shortage of labor in the post Covid scenario will be
foundry, CNC job shops and Welding applications,
both medium and small scale. All these industries can
easily switch over to automation with robots doing
most of the work. Though government and banks
are ready to pump money to boost the economy,
industries have still several apprehensions on the
success of automation and robotics unlike our
counterparts in China. To an extent these doubts
are genuine due to their inability to find the right
partners or system integrators. But if one carefully
understands the requirement of every industry,
rather than copying an existing model, automation
can be very successful and will enhance productivity.

Robotic Fettling Cell
Fettling is a process of removing excess material
from castings often formed by the die’s parting lines
during the casting process when molten material is
injected into the die/mould – a process of removing
excess material from casting formed by the divided
lines by the casting process, using robot as a
positioning tool. It is the process carried out with
consistent efforts and requires efforts of manual
labour working in unsafe and unhealthy conditions.
So, fettling is one of the important activities that
many leading foundries in the country consider
to be unimportant and at the same time apt for
robotization. Many a times, there are conditions
where there is no sufficient light, unhygienic
and unsafe working conditions, no safety, lack
of proper tools and machines. Such situations
need to be considered with utmost priority where
fettling works become simple and easy, which gives
required output with desired quality with safe and
healthy working conditions. Considering this, robot
selection must carefully consider the conditions
specific to the deployment area to ensure reliability
over a long period.
Cnc Machine Tending
Machine shops are using their human workforce to
load and unload CNC machines and to restart the
program once the finished part is out of the way.
The tasks are often repetitive and qualified workers
are becoming harder and harder to find, companies
are introducing robots into their workshops to make
up for the lack of employees.

Practice kindness all day to everybody and you will realize you’re already in heaven now.
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is restricted within its workspace. They have large
work volume and require less floor space. These
robots are commonly used in die casting, stacking
and unstacking, injection molding and material
handling applications.
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The most popular applications of machine
tending would be in machine shops where robots
would load raw material, the machine then executes
its program, the robot takes the finished part out
and loads the machine with another raw part. This
process can be done in a loop for an infinite number
of times assuming the robot continually receives
raw parts and that the machine produces quality
parts. Machine Tending can be dangerous work
and requires the consistency that a robotic solution
can provide. Robots replace human interaction to
move product from a supply position, transport it
to a machine, orient it, and then interact with the
machine.

Robotic Welding
Welding is a process where two materials are fused
together through heating, intermixing, and then
cooling the materials and/or a filler to form a strong
joint. From arc welding to spot welding, new and
used welding robots are typically used in welding
processes where the weld required is repetitive
and quality and speed are crucial. Robotic welding
is an automated process that increases efficiency,
consistency, and your RoI. There are several
advantages to automating a factory with welding
robots, including faster, consistent cycle times,
no break in production, and better weld quality.
Basically, by using welding robotic automation,
the process takes less time, and manufacturers can
cut the cost of direct labor and safety and conserve
materials.
Robotic weld cells provide an even safer work
environment, dramatically reducing arc glare,
overspray, and direct contact with the robot and
part. A robot welder is more consistent and can
move from one weld to the next quickly, speeding
up the entire process.
It is a proven fact that robotic work cells are the
best solution for all the above requirements. The
question is how fast you embrace the technology in
retooling your shop-floor with robots, in order to
stay ahead of the stiff competition. Its no more time
for wait and watch, its time for action and stay safe.
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Making your choice
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You should start by informing the right people about
your plans. Sit down with your core leadership
team and explore ways that robots can help increase
efficiency without sacrificing quality. This is also
the point where you can bring in experts to help you
draft the plans for your robotic cells and figure out
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how to integrate them with your current production
methods.
Consider all the following factors before making
a final decision on sourcing a robot for your shopfloor:
YY Reach and payload should be the first criteria
considered in your robot selection process, as
these factors may immediately shorten the list of
suitable options.
YY Accuracy and Flexibility. There are several
applications where positioning accuracy is very
important and make sure the robot has the
required accuracy. In an application that requires
five or six degrees of freedom, an articulated
robot may be the only viable solution. But for
simpler applications, like small parts positioning
and loading, three or four axes are sufficient.
YY Speed. Does the application require a high pick
rate, like that of a delta robot, or would a lesser
pick rate of cartesian gantry or SCARA robot
suffice?
YY Footprint. Floor space is expensive, and
companies want to optimize their shop floor
layout. Cartesian and delta robots provide a clear
advantage over the other technologies, since
only vertical space is lost, which is generally less
critical.
Development.
Design,
assembly,
YY Project
installation, and commissioning time and
expense should be factored into comparative
costing, especially integrating a robot into a
system.
YY Maintainability, Repairability, and Aftersales support. Unscheduled downtime is every
production manager’s nightmare. Robots should
be relatively easy to maintain and ensure that
local service back up is available .
YY Employee concerns: Finally, you must consider
the concerns of your employees when you are
implementing robots. Your workers will have
questions – and possibly fears – about the
changes that are coming to your manufacturing
plant.
The best robot for you is usually the one that
best fits your application—not just for achieving
the productivity gains from the investment and
satisfying the technical requirements of the
application, but also from the standpoint of related
issues like plant safety, space utilization and, of
course, the going-in cost.

Love only grows by sharing. You can only have more for
yourself by giving it away to others.

ZERO DEFECT
The Quality Performance Standard

“Quality is the result of a carefully constructed
cultural environment. It has to be the fabric
of the organization, not part of the fabric.”
– Philip B. Crosby

Zero defect is simply a method of assuring that
each individual within an organization realises his
importance to that organization’s product or service.
At the same time, each member of management
should realise and recognize the important
contribution of each person report to him.
Observable behaviour: A Defect is a physical,
functional or aesthetic attribute of a product or
service that exhibits that the product/service failed
to meet one of the desired specifications. When you
compare the standard with the actuals, you look
for deviations. In my three decades of association
with industries and business houses, I found people
put the blame on others by clearly pinpointing the
performance deviations of each member outside
My religion is very simple. My religion is kindness.

his performance zone. In a
Japanese JV in Pune, there
are three process units. Each
unit raise non-conformance
reports and pass on to other
units as a documentary
evidence. Problems persisted
for many years. When a new
COO took over, he made the
people from each unit to go

Dr. Raj Mohan

Senior Fellow Member,
NCQM, QCFI and Chief
Mentor, Man2succeed
Center for Business
Excellence

to the other process unit and give suggestions for
improvement, lot of suggestions came out, and the
same were discussed with individual unit members.
Again, the NC issues were taken along with the
suggestions. Finally, COO reported that, NCs
were pointing out mistakes and deviations and not
the real expected perspective of the next process.
Further, they did not explain what behaviour of the
previous process unit would make the process to
meet the customer requirement. The management
member could realise this perspective and made
other to realise and also put into practice. It is
human to locate or identify the deviations from
normality, but zero defect takes an additional step
to make the defect visible as an abnormal behaviour.
Here do not blame the person, but blame the process,
ie., process which highlights the deviations in the
process behaviour. All the NCRs should mention
the suggested course of action to eliminate NC.
Management commitment, Gemba, Jidoka are
some of the tools used in different perspectives in
order to establish the requirements that employees
are to meet. As a follow up measure provide
resources that the employees need in order to
SIEMA Magazine
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T

he century old concept of Zero Defect has been
pondering over different thought perspectives
by quality experts, process excellence pioneers
and management experts. They all meet at one
perspective is meeting the performance standard.
In other words, ZD is the observable behaviours
and actions which explain how the job is to done,
in addition to the results that are expected for
satisfactory job performance. Explicitly Zero defect
is not meeting the acceptable quality level, but the
quality performance standard. Each member of the
organization is expected to meet the specification
or service or product given by the customer and
perform the process to achieve the end result as
designed or standardized. The prime concern is to
understand the requirements of the customer and
performing to meet the same. This article, details
the role and actions of human being as a member of
the organization.
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meet those requirements, and spend all time
encouraging and helping the employees to meet
those requirements.
Observable Actions: Zero Defect is about
changing your perspective as achieving quality
demands high cost. Once the quality is achieved,
your additional spending would become zero. The
profit generated out of not producing non-quality
products would be bonus to profits. Moreover,
when your performance meets the standard, your
next step would be to improve the process so as to
reduce the cost, innovate on design, simplify work
methods etc. Your action is to do it right the first time
(DIRFT). The key to DIRFT is getting requirements
clearly understood and then not putting things in
people’s way. Allow the system to take care of the
performance. Building a system to DIRFT is done
by continuously think of the place when and where
flaws may occur and work proactively to address
the flaws in your system and processes. The secret
of prevention is to look at the process and identify
opportunities for error.
In a food processing industry, the ‘foreign
particle sensor’ fails exactly at 2.00 p.m at the
extruder. The humidity factor, the time duration
the machine was running were addressed, and the
problem was rectified, by stopping the machine
for about 30 minutes at 1.00 pm. When the sensor
manual and the operational conditions were
analysed by the maintenance person, with the data
of sensor reading, outside temperature, temperature
near the extruder, temperature at the sensor
holder etc, he was able to identify the problem and
take countermeasures. The maintenance person
developed a standard operating procedure stating
that “stop the machine for …. Minutes, when the
machine is run continuously for ….minutes at ….
Temperature.” The SOP is placed on the machine,
where the running time, temperature are displayed.
Observable actions march towards achieving
zero defect. Provide sufficient information to the
operator, to enable the operator perform his job
as per requirements. SOPs, OPLs, FMEA. etc., are
some of the tools used as part of observable actions.

Result of performance: When the economy is
fragile, we need to think of saving from defects, ie.,
recovering the price of non-conformance. It costs
money to achieve quality, but it costs more money
when quality is not achieved. When an organization
has to rework or scrap an item because of poor
quality, it costs more. The intention is spent more
money on preventing defects and less on inspection
and rework. By producing the non-quality things,
it costs money for your business. Yes, the money is
from all the actions that involve not doing jobs right
the first time. Quality, the result of performance, is
measured by the price of non-conformance, not by
indexes. An exporter obtained a test certificate from
a certification body and sent the doc along with the
consignment. Due to low quality printer ink used
by the certification body, a number printed on
the certificate faded away, when the consignment
reached the destination port. As the number was
not visible, the buyer refused to honour the delivery.
When analysed the process, it was found that the
official of the certification agency has used the
common utility printer to print the certificate due
to urgency. He missed out following the system of
printing the certificate on the certificate printing
machine.
Zero defect consists of Management standard
that tells people what was expected from them, the
person who commits him/herself to watch each
detail of his actions and carefully avoid errors, the
members of the team observe what is expected
and what is done, then help others to eliminate
deviations and do it right first time and every time.
By which, he takes the giant step toward setting a
goal of zero defects.
Is it reasonable to expect people to be perfect?
Probably not. However, zero defect has nothing to
do with being perfect. All Zero-Defect means is to
perform as per the requirement you have agreed to,
and do it right every time.
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Customarily, inspection is considered as the
best observable action to achieve zero defect. For
example, in a manufacturing unit, the burden of
quality proof does not rest with inspection but

with the contributors to the quality of the parts and
products: design engineer, sales planner, manager,
machinist, assembly foreman, vendor, product
service engineer, as the case may be. Actions of each
member of the organization contribute, as DIFRT
of each member ensures quality product/service is
delivered to the customer at the right time. Also, it
is always cheaper to do the job right the first time.

8
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After nourishment, shelter and companionship,
stories are the things we need most in the world.

Application of
Lean Six Sigma Tools for Reduction
of Defects in Pump Manufacturing
V. Ramakrishnan
Dr. J. Jayaprakash
Research Scholar
Professor
Department of Mechanical Engineering, Dr. MGR Educational and Research Institute University
Periyar E.V.R. Salai, Maduravoyal, Chennai – 600 095

Abstract:

methodology,

Lean Six Sigma tools are widely being
applied in various manufacturing
units of different sizes; still there is
an apprehension among the industry
regarding the benefits reaped from
the implementation of this tool.
Under this background, this paper
attempts to explain the benefits of
these tools implemented in a medium
scale unit to improve a particular
process. The various steps involved
in implementation and the results are
analyzed for the purpose of this study
and explained in this paper.

Introduction
“Six Sigma” stands for Six Standard Deviations
from mean. “Six Sigma methodology” provides
the techniques and tools to improve the capability
and reduce the defects in any process. It was started
in Motorola, in its manufacturing division, where
millions of parts are made using the same process
repeatedly [5]. Eventually “Six Sigma” evolved
and applied to other non manufacturing processes.
Today we can apply “Six Sigma” to many fields such
as Services, Medical and Insurance Procedures, Call
Centers, etc.“Six Sigma methodology” improves any
existing business process by constantly reviewing
and re-tuning the process. To achieve this, Six Sigma
uses a methodology known as DMAIC (Define
opportunities, Measure performance, Analyze
opportunity, Improve performance, Control
performance) [6].

Literature Review
“Six Sigma” is a process improvement and defect
reduction methodology employed to boost
company’s outturn and actualize the organizational

excellence over appropriate exercising of statistical
tools [1]. The term "Six Sigma" comes from a field
of statistics known as process capability studies.
Originally, it referred to the ability of manufacturing
processes to produce a very high proportion of
output within specification. Processes that operate
with "six sigma quality" over the short term are
assumed to produce long-term defect levels below
3.4 defects per million opportunities (DPMO).Six
Sigma's implicit goal is to improve all processes to
that level of quality or better.
The motivation behind Six Sigma is to reduce
the cost that arises from poor quality. Quality related
costs have been measured to be as much as 40% of
sales in some organizations. These costs, known
as the Costs of Poor Quality (COPQ), can occur in
many different ways ranging from scrapping of
work in process, customer returns after the products
[3].The six sigma method includes measured and
reported financial results, uses additional, more
advanced data analysis tools, focuses on customer
concerns, and uses project management tools and
methodology [2]. Lean Six Sigma is a business
improvement methodology which combines tools
from both Lean Manufacturing and Six Sigma. Lean
manufacturing focuses on speed and traditional Six
Sigma focuses on quality [4].
The fundamental idea of Six Sigma is that if
performance is improved, quality, capacity, cycle
time, inventory levels, and other key factors as
reduction waste, energy sources and environment
will also improve. Thus, when these factors are
improved, both the provider and the customer
experience greater satisfaction in performing
business transactions [7]. In recent years, an
increasing number of companies have used different
types of quality programs in order to increase
internal and external customer satisfaction as well
as to reduce quality cost. Process improvement has
often been accomplished through an integrated

Kindness is a source of relief to the soul of the giver, creating a sense of fortitude that is
incomprehensible to those who do not know what kindness is all about.
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approach, using problem-solving techniques such
as total quality management (TQM) and classic
statistical analysis. Six Sigma, a statistically based
quality improvement program, helps to improve
business processes by reducing the waste and
costs related to poor quality, and by improving the
efficiency and effectiveness of processes.
Ultimately these measures should lead to
improved customer satisfaction and increased
profitability. The company shall select and
implement specific quality management activities
suitable to their situation to increase their production
quality [8].
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Six sigma is a well structured, data driven
methodology for eliminating defects, waste
or quality control problems of all kinds in
manufacturing, service delivery, management
and other business activities. It is a systematic
methodology for continuous process of quality
improvement and continuous process of achieving
operational excellence. Six sigma is an approach to
upgrade the organizations performance, improving
quality and productivity. The basic goal of six sigma
approach is to reduce variation within the tolerance
or specification limits of a service performance
characteristic. The proper implementation of six
sigma will improve customer satisfaction. Six sigma
offers a means for measuring improvement [9].
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Companies operating at Six Sigma typically
spend less than 5% of their revenues fixing
problems. The Six Sigma improvement process
refers to the mechanism of breakthrough to
worldclass standards of performance across the
whole enterprise. It is focused on ‘adding value’;
one in which organizations seek out opportunities
to improve efficiency and effectiveness with a view
to enhancing profit margins, competitiveness and
customer satisfaction. Six Sigma is the benchmark of
world– class organization. Many Indian industries
have successfully exploited this breakthrough
business improvement strategy to their overall
benefits. Still the penetration Six Sigma in Indian
industries is not as encouraging as it should be.
There are certain issues preventing the full use of
Six Sigma as an overall business improvement
strategy by Indian industries. And there are certain
advantages too for Indian industries, which can be
further strengthened to have an edge in the global
market by effectively utilizing Six Sigma strategy
[10].
SIEMA Magazine

There is less focus on implementation of
Lean Six Sigma (LSS) as compared to process
improvement, tools and techniques. The need is to
build up some implementation models individually
for service, manufacturing, large and small scale
organizations. Research and development has
been focused of LSS implementation especially in
pharmaceutical sciences. Literature shows that LSS
has not always benefited the organizations but there
are some failure cases. Causes of failure has been
identified but in limited perspectives. Culture wise
investigations of failure causes are still needed.ERP,
Data Mining, Simulations, risk management and
project management has been explored in both in
theories and case studies. Lean Six Sigma has been
equally beneficial both for manufacturing or service
concerns and Large or small scale organizations.
It is quite beneficial for different industries with
little modifications as per industry requirement.
It is suggested to research on SME sector for
implementation of Lean Six Sigma where the
financial capability is a hurdle [11].

Research Methodology
Problem Statement: Reduce the Defects
in Pump Manufacturing
It was proposed to select implementing Six Sigma
methodology for improvement in the pump
manufacturing process in a medium scale unit for
the purpose of this study. It was decided to collect
the data regarding the defects generated in the
pump manufacturing process and analyze them
using various tools being implemented. The final
objective was to identify the defects at the place
of their origin and implement measures to redress
them and show improvement in the process.

Objectives
w

w

w	

w	

w	

To identify the defects at the place of its origin
in the manufacturing process.
To analyze the reasons for their occurrence and
ways to eliminate them.
To sort the defects Department-wise for
selecting the problems for redressal.
To collect the data, analyze, find out the Root
cause and the Rolled Throughput Yield (RTY).
To assess the defects with respect to Quality
Assurance department and find the Cost of Poor.
Quality.
One who knows how to show and to accept kindness
will be a friend better than any possession.

Tables 1 and 2 illustrate the calculation of “Cost of Poor Quality”. Table 3 and 4 show the
data of production collected in the enterprise based on which Fig. 1 Run Chart; Fig. 2 P-Chart; Fig.
3 Pareto Chart were plotted. From the Pareto Chart, two important defects viz. Seal leak and
Bearing sound were chosen for this project. Cause and Effect diagram (Fig. 4) was used to find out
the root cause of these problems. Lean Six Sigma methodology was implemented at the enterprise
to address the above identified two problems which lead to rejection of the product before dispatch.
TABLE 1 : COST CALCULATION
Average production/day
No of working days per month
Salary of a worker/month
Salary of a worker/day
Labour cost per pump
Applied Mechanics and Materials Vols. 813-814
Profit calculation:
Cost of a pump sold to Distributor(Opportunity cost due to lost profit)
Cost of making aApplied
pump (BOM)
Mechanics and Materials Vols. 813-814
Profit
Total profit per day
Material
Profit cost:
Cost of Seal Set (Cup washer, ceramic and graphite set)
Total profit per day
Cost
of acost:
bearing
Material

260 Nos.
26 days
INR.7500.00
INR.288.46
INR.1.11

1143

INR.1500.00
INR.1200.00
INR.300.00
INR.78000.00

1143

INR.300.00
INR.17.26
INR.78000.00
INR.34.00

DAY 1
DAY 2
DAY
DAY 31
DAY
DAY 4
2

9
29 TABLE

19
SL
13
29

BS5
39

10
19
3
13

14
5
14
3

274
0.0139289OF0.0043228
0.011423
0.001065
0.008815
3 : COLLECTION
DATA AND
PLOTTING
CHARTS
277
PRODN
275
274

0.0091258
p1
0.006244
0.0139289

0.0024015
p2
0.0014409
0.0043228

0.011423
ucl-p1
0.011423
0.011423

0.001065
lcl-p1
0.001065
0.001065

0.008815
ucl-p2
0.008815
0.008815

7.02E-05
lcl-p2
7.02E-05
7.02E-05

310
277
190
275

0.0048031
0.0091258
0.0014409
0.006244

0.0067243
0.0024015
0.0067243
0.0014409

0.011423
0.011423
0.011423
0.011423

0.001065
0.001065
0.001065
0.001065

0.008815
0.008815
0.008815
0.008815

7.02E-05
7.02E-05
7.02E-05
7.02E-05

When I was young, I used to admire intelligent people; as I grow older, I admire kind people.

DAY
DAY 5
3

7.02E-05
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Cost of Seal Set (Cup washer,
ceramic
and graphite
set) QUALITY
INR.17.26
TABLE
2 : COST
OF POOR
Seal leak
Bearing sound
Cost of a bearing
INR.34.00
Direct labour (DL)
1.11
1.11
Man
TABLE 2 : COST OF POOR QUALITY
Indirect labour (10%)
0.11
0.11
Seal leak
Bearing sound
Direct
material
cost
(DMC)
17.26
34
Material
Direct labour (DL)
1.11
1.11
Man
Indirect
cost (10%)
1.726
3.4
Indirect material
labour (10%)
0.11
0.11
Power
0.208
0.208
Utility
cost Direct material cost (DMC)
17.26
34
Material
Water
0
0
Indirect material cost (10%)
1.726
3.4
Oil/Lubricants
0
0
Power
0.208
0.208
Utility cost Other
consumables
0.5
0.5
Water
0
0
SL
BS
Oil/Lubricants
0
0
Set
up
cost
0.05
0.05
Misc cost Other consumables
0.5
0.5
Preventive maintenance cost
0.025
0.025
SL
BS
Failure repair cost
1.11
1.11
Set
up
cost
0.05
0.05
Misc cost Loss of goodwill
15
15
Preventive maintenance cost
0.025
0.025
Cost of sampling and charting
0.25
0.25
Failure repair cost
1.11
1.11
Inspection cost
0
0
Loss of goodwill
15
15
Product lost Opportunity cost due to lost defective product 300.00
300.00
Cost of sampling and charting
0.25
0.25
SL
BS
Inspection cost
0
0
Total cost per defective
337.35
355.76
Product lost Opportunity cost due to lost defective product 300.00
300.00
Total Quantity
260
260
SL
BS
13
10
No of Defectives per day
Total cost per defective
337.35
355.76
Total cost of defectives per day
4385.55
3557.6
Total Quantity
260
260
Annual cost (300 days)
1315665
1067280
13
10
No of Defectives per day
NET LOSS INR.23,82,945
Total cost of defectives per day
4385.55
3557.6
Annual costTABLE
(300 days)
1315665 CHARTS
1067280
3 : COLLECTION OF DATA AND PLOTTING
NET LOSS
SL
BS
PRODN
p1
p2
ucl-p1
lcl-p1 INR.23,82,945
ucl-p2
lcl-p2

13

Total cost of defectives per day
Annual cost (300 days)

4385.55
3557.6
1315665
1067280
NET LOSS INR.23,82,945

TABLE 3 : COLLECTION OF DATA AND PLOTTING CHARTS
SL

BS

PRODN

p1

p2

ucl-p1

lcl-p1

ucl-p2

lcl-p2

DAY 1

29

9

274

0.0139289

0.0043228

0.011423

0.001065

0.008815

7.02E-05

DAY 2

19

5

277

0.0091258

0.0024015

0.011423

0.001065

0.008815

7.02E-05

DAY 3

13

3

275

0.006244

0.0014409

0.011423

0.001065

0.008815

7.02E-05

DAY 4

10

14

310

0.0048031

0.0067243

0.011423

0.001065

0.008815

7.02E-05

DAY 5

3

14

190

0.0014409

0.0067243

0.011423

0.001065

0.008815

7.02E-05

DAY 6

15

5

276

0.0072046

0.0024015

0.011423

0.001065

0.008815

7.02E-05

DAY 7

10

12

280

0.0048031

0.0057637

0.011423

0.001065

0.008815

7.02E-05

DAY 8

5

12

200

0.0024015

0.0057637

0.011423

0.001065

0.008815

7.02E-05

SUM

104

74

2082

0.049952

0.0355427

AVG

13

9.25

260.25

0.006244

0.0044428

SDP

2.98E-06

2.12E-06

√(SDP)

0.0017264

0.0014575

1144

uclAdvances
0.011423in Mechanical
0.008815
lcl

0.001065

Engineering

7.02E-05

run chart
35
30
defects

25
20

s eal leak

15

bearing s ound

10
5
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

days

Fig. 1 Run Chart

p

p- CHART
0.016
0.014
0.012
0.01
0.008
0.006
0.004
0.002
0

seal leak-s l
bearing sound-BS
ucl-sl
lcl-sl
ucl-bs
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Fig. 2 P – Chart
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You get older and you learn there is one sentence, just four words long, and if you can say
it to yourself it offers more comfort than almost any other. It goes like this: At least I tried.
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TABLE 4 : COLLECTION OF DATA AND PLOTTING PARETO CHART

Type of
Problem
MST

MOTOR ASSEMBLY PROBLEM – Data Before Implementation
Date
10

11

12

14

15

17

18

19

20

21

22

24

25

26

27

28

SUM

AVG

% OF
TOT
PRO

% OF
TOT
DEF.

3

7

1

4

4

18

7

8

3

6

3

4

3

3

1

1

76

4.8

1.25

6.76

4

0.3

0.07

0.36

15

0.9

0.25

1.33

26

1.6

0.43

2.31

13

0.8

0.21

1.16

27

1.7

0.44

2.4

4

0.3

0.07

0.36

6

0.4

0.1

0.53

1

0.1

0.02

0.09

2

BR. CH
ST. LO

1

2

1

MOT SO

4

HI AMP

4

HVT

6

3
1

DSR

1

1

NO RUN

1

1

2

3

2

2

1

1

1

3

3

7

1

1
2

3

2

2

3

1
2

1

1
3

1

1

3

2

1
1

3

2

1

1
2

2
1

R SOUN
END CH

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

3

13

0.8

0.21

1.16

BESO

1

1

1

1

6

5

3

0

5

6

10

1

2

0

2

0

44

2.8

0.72

3.91

SL

3

1

6

10

15

9

2

11

9

10

8

13

3

4

8

7

119

7.4

1.96

10.58

RSO

1

0

3

2

2

2

5

1

2

0

1

0

4

3

1

0

27

1.7

0.44

2.4

ISO

2

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

0

3

3

13

3

7

8

43

2.7

0.71

3.82

ROT CH

0

0

0

1

0

0

2

3

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

0.4

0.12

0.62

PUMP ST

2

1

1

3

5

3

3

7

1

14

19

10

5

3

9

7

93

5.8

1.53

8.27

END CH

0

7

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

9

0

0

0

2

3

23

1.4

0.38

2.04

NH

0

4

34

0

3

2

0

0

0

7

8

13

19

21

19

16

146

9.1

2.4

12.98

CAH

1

3

3

4

2

0

2

2

3

11

1

0

2

0

2

5

41

2.6

0.68

3.64

CCH

2

2

9

13

16

9

36

9

15

6

22

17

16

3

6

8

189

11.8

3.11

16.8

MST

1

2

1

1

0

2

1

2

1

0

1

1

0

0

2

1

16

1

0.26

1.42

SP

3

2

2

5

6

3

10

19

3

10

21

5

0

3

2

1

95

5.9

1.56

8.44

OD

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

6

0.4

0.1

0.53

DIE

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

4

0.3

0.07

0.36

BRA CH

0

2

4

2

1

1

0

2

0

4

0

0

0

0

0

1

17

1.1

0.28

1.51

NO GO

4

4

1

1

1

2

2

1

0

1

3

0

1

1

7

4

33

2.1

0.54

2.93

BRG LO

1

0

3

1

2

5

0

0

1

9

0

0

1

0

8

0

31

1.9

0.51

2.76

STD LO

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

2

0.1

0.03

0.18

END CH

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

4

0.3

0.07

0.36

TOTAL

30

57

78

58

67

72

83

74

50

93

117

72

75

52

78

69

1125

70.3

258 218

307 374 790

404

400 423 361 405 405 414 241 280 414 380

6074

380

12

25

18

21

18.5

18.5

TOTAL
PROD

26

16

8.5

17

14

23

29

17

31

19

19

18
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% REJN

Life is really generous to those who pursue their personal legend.

SIEMA Magazine
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Advances in Mechanical Engineering

Assembly defects
200 189
180
146

140

119

120

95 93

100

No run

Bracket change

Doubleside run

4

4

4

2

1
Rotor sound

4

Stud loose

6

No die

6

End cover change

7

Bracket OD change

High Amps

End cover change

Stud loose

Motor struck

Bracket change

Bearing loose

No Go

Casing air-holes

Impeller sound

Motor struck

Bearing sound

Pump struck

Seating problem

No head

Seal leak

Casing change

0

End cover change

20

33 31
27 27 26 23
17 16 15 13 13
Motor sound

44 43 41

40

Rotor sound

60

Rotor change

76

80

High voltage

no of defectives

160

defects

Fig. 3 Pareto Chart

Machine

Material
Man
Lack of skill
Lack of training

No calibration

Material not as
per spec
Hardness, grade etc

Lack of involvement

Proper tool
not used
No proper
work place

Pressure to pass RM

Improper
Dimensions
given to SC

Measurement

Improper
sampling
plan/procedure
for RM

Method

Lack of support
to reject the
lot if not
within
spec

Rejection of
pump

Management

June 2020

Fig. 4 Cause and Effect Diagram
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You have to chase your dreams, no matter what. The impossible just takes a little longer.
One stroke at a time, one step at a time, the impossible is easy to achieve.

Applied Mechanics and Materials Vols. 813-814
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TABLE 5: COLLECTION OF DATA AFTER IMPLEMENTATION
MOTOR ASSEMBLY PROBLEM – Data After Implementation
Date

MST

10

11

12

14

15

17

18

19

20

21

22

24

25

26

27

3

7

1

4

4

18

7

8

3

6

3

4

3

3

1

28 SUM

% OF
TOT
DEF.

76

4.75

SP

0

0

0

0

AL
BDY

0

0

0

0

OD

0

0

0

0

DIE

0

0

0

0

4

0.25

0.07

2.13

NO GO

0

0

0

0

BRG
LOS

0

0

0

0

SBE

0

0

0

0

2

0.125

0.03

1.06

15

0.938

0.25

7.98

26

1.625

0.43 13.83

13

0.813

0.21

6.91

0

0

0

0

27

1.688

4

0.25

0.07

2.13

6

0.375

0.1

3.19

1

0.063

0.02

0.53

0

0

0

0

13

0.813

0.21

6.91

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

BRAC
CH

2

2

BESO
STD
LOS
M
SOUN
HI
AMPS
CAS
CH

1

DSR
NO
RUN
R
SOUND

2

4

HVT

1

1

3

2

2

1

1

1

3

3

1
4

1

% OF
TOT
PROD

AVG

6

3

1

1

1

1

1

7

1

1
2

3

2

2

3

1

2

1

1
3

1

1

3

2

1

1

3

2

1

1
2

2
1

CAH
END
CH
SL
LEAK

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

3

ISO
ROT
CH
PUMP
ST
BRA
NH
TOTAL

7

27

7

14

6

29

17

14

8

14

11

9

6

9

3

6

187

11.69

TOTAL
PROD

258

218

307

374

790

404

400

423

361

405

405

414

241

280

414

360

6074

379.6

%
REJN

2.7

12

2028

3074

0.8

7.2

4.3

3.3

2.2

3.5

2.7

2.17

2.49

3.2

0.7

1.6

3.08

3.079

1.25 40.43

0.44 14.36

3.08 25.62

Defect prevention measures taken: Various tools such as, Run chart, P – chart, Pareto Diagram,
C & E analysis were used to analyze the root cause of the problems. Proper measures were
introduced to reduce the defects after brainstorming among the members. The data of defects were
collected
measures
(Table.
5)your
andheart
theso percentage
of rejection
has come
SIEMA Magazine
Don’t
keep your after
dreamsimplementing
in your eyes, they the
may fall
as tears. Keep
them in
that every
heartbeat
remind
youto
to convert
into reality.
down may
from
18.5
3.079.them
Based
on the learning from the case study, the following suggestions
were provided to the enterprise.
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Type of
Problem
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Justification for choosing the defects
Two defects viz. Seal Leak and Bearing Sound
were chosen for the study because, all the other
defects which fall within the vital few categories
were outsourced and the internal control might
not be possible. Whereas Bearing sound and Seal
leak can be minimized internally as both supplier
and customer were within the company. For the
purpose of this study, it was restricted to analyse
these defects and show improvement.

Identify the reasons for the defects
Reasons for Seal Leak: Bracket bore dimension not
as per specification (+ seal won’t fix, - water will
leak), Cup washer not as per specification (+won’t
fix but will try to push itself out of bore, - water
will leak), Ceramic OD face finish improper (water
will leak), Graphite face damage - improper finish
(water will leak).
Reasons for Bearing sound: Manufacturing
defect (ask supplier for a replacement), Shaft
dimensions (+ over load, - no fit or vibration), Casing
/ bracket mating (+ over load, - no fit or vibration),
Improper greasing (less life for bearing), Over load
(improper fixtures), No care for material process
or storage or movement (improper training to
workers), Improper placement of bearing (improper
training to workers).

Cost of Poor Quality - COPQ
The COPQ consists of the factors: Cost of Man power,
Machine, Material; Money loss due to lostprofit;
Cost of Method, management & miscellaneous
expenses.
Tables 1 and 2 illustrate the calculation of “Cost
of Poor Quality”. Table 3 and 4 show the data of
production collected in the enterprise based on
which Fig. 1 Run Chart; Fig. 2 P-Chart; Fig. 3 Pareto
Chart were plotted. From the Pareto Chart, two
important defects viz. Seal leak and Bearing sound
were chosen for this project. Cause and Effect
diagram (Fig. 4) was used to find out the root cause
of these problems. Lean Six Sigma methodology was
implemented at the enterprise to address the above
identified two problems which lead to rejection of
the product before dispatch.

# A weekly report of failure/rejection is to
be made. # A weekly meeting is to be arranged
to brainstorm on newer ideas to prevent defects
further. # Responsibility is to be given to the team
of employees who really do the work at the shop
floor.# Incoming components inspection is made
more stringent. # New method for inspecting
graphite surface developed. Go – no go gauge
developed for measuring shaft dimensions. # New
methods developed for fixing bearing and casing.
# Casing dimensions tolerance limits reduced. #
Proper training to assembling workers provided. #
Material handling and storage methods improved.
# Proper greasing technique for bearings obtained
from supplier and technicians informed.

Conclusion
This case study is a good example to show that the
implementation of “Lean Six Sigma” methodology
in small and medium enterprises definitely leads to
reduction of defects and thereby increased profits.
The COPQ calculation indicates that 20% of total
defects are generated by the two defects under study
and the money value lost was significantly large at
INR.23.83 Lakh per annum.
After implementing the project for about three
months duration the average defects per day
have come down from 70.30 to 11.69, a significant
reduction of 83.37 %. The percentage of total
rejections has come down from 18.5% to 3.079%. Still
there is lot of scope for reducing the defects if the rest
of the defects are taken for addressing under this
methodology. Further detailed study and corrective
measures are recommended. The implementation
of Six Sigma tools in pump manufacturing has
definitely lead to reduction of defects. Now for a
production lot of 6074 pumps we get 5887 ready for
sale, resulting 3.4 sigma. With further efforts it is
possible to reach Six Sigma level.

June 2020

Defect prevention measures taken: Various
tools such as, Run chart, P – chart, Pareto Diagram,

C & E analysis were used to analyze the root cause
of the problems. Proper measures were introduced
to reduce the defects after brainstorming among
the members. The data of defects were collected
after implementing the measures (Table. 5) and the
percentage of rejection has come down from 18.5
to 3.079. Based on the learning from the case study,
the following suggestions were provided to the
enterprise.
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Âvø¯ ©v¯õÀ öÁÀ»»õ®
GßÖ GÆÁÍÄ •¯Ø] öŒ#uõ¾®
£» ÷|µ[PÎÀ Âvuõß öÁÀ¾x.

©¸zxÁ®
 £õ¼À §søh¨ ÷£õmk Põ#a]U

SizuõÀ C¸©À, á»÷uõå®,
öuõsøhU PµPµ¨¦ ÷£õS®.
 I¢uõÖ xÍ] Cø»PÐ® J¸ ]Ö xsk

PÂøuPÒ
 öuõø»yµ® } ÷£õÚõÀ EßøÚ ÷ui
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öÁSyµ® £¯oUSÓx EÒÍ®..
ö£õ¸mPøÍ £¯ß£kzx[PÒ ÷|]UPõwºPÒ....
©ÛuøÚ ÷|]²[PÒ £¯ß£kzuõwºPÒ.
÷Põ£zvØS C¸US® ©›¯õøu
¯õ¸® ¦ßÚøPUS öPõk¨£vÀø»...
©ØÓÁºPøÍ¨ £õºzx £õºzx
} AÁºPøÍ¨ ÷£õÀ ÁõÌ¢uõÀ
EßøÚ¨ ÷£õÀ ¯õº ÁõÌÁx
BP÷Á } }¯õP÷Á C¸...!
{»øÁ AÇPõUP
C¸øÍ §]UöPõshx CµÄ...
SIEMA Magazine

]ßÚa ]ßÚ £õzvµzv÷» |iUQÓõÚõ®.
öŒ»ÄUS¨ £n® AÝ¨£a öŒõßÚõß.”
©õnÁß: “Œõº, j ©õìhºj ÷£õhÓõ¸,
£÷µõmhõ ©õìhº £÷µõmhõ ÷£õhÓõ¸,
÷©Uì ©õìhº÷©Uì ÷£õhÓõ¸,
}[P öím©õìhº uõ÷Ú
Hß ©sh¯ ÷£õh ©õm÷h[QÕ[P?”
“E[P QmÛ ö£°À BQka_.”
“|õß Gß QmÛ¯ £iUP øÁUP÷Á CÀ»÷¯
hõUhº Ax G¨£i ö£°À BS®.”
“÷Põºmk» GßÚ h©õÀÝ \zu®?”
“Œõm] £Àmi Aia]mhõµõ®”
“GßÚuõß E[P Ãmk iÂ Âi¯ Âi¯
KiÚõ¾® Auõ» J¸ Cg_ Th |Pµ•i¯õx”

_US, 2 »Á[P®, ÷Œºzx |ßS Aøµzx
ö|ØÔ°À £ØÓõP¨ ÷£õmhõÀ uø»Á¼
Sn©õS®
 ö|À¼UPõ# Cizx ŒõÖ ¤È¢x, ÷uß
÷Œºzx Œõ¨¤mhõÀ öuõhº ÂUPÀ w¸®
 J¸ h®Íº usp›À P¸÷Á¨¤ø»,
Cg], ^µP®, ‰ßøÓ²® öPõvUP
øÁzx BÓøÁzx ÁiPmi SiUP
Aãµn® \›¯õS®.
 öÁ¢u¯zøu ö|#°À ÁÖzx ö£õi
öŒ#x ÷©õ›À SiUP Á°ØÖ Á¼
}[S®.

The only person you are destined to become is the person you decide to be.

PUMP
FA Q
There are numerous mechanical processes during pumping
operations, not typically duplicated in laboratory, chemical, or
physical analyses, that may affect equipment material. These
include crevice corrosion, velocity effects, and thermal and
hydraulic shock.
Stainless steels and some other alloys rely on an oxide
coating to generate a corrosive-resistant film. Pump designs
that have tight crevices, or fits, do not permit the continued
replenishment of this oxide film and may, therefore, corrode in
these areas even though the material is basically compatible with
the liquid being pumped. Certain liquids, such as seawater and
halide salt solutions, are more likely to promote crevice corrosion.
Most wetted surfaces in a pump, such as internal impeller
and diffuser passages, and wearing ring, balancing drum and
balancing disk clearances, are subject to relatively high liquid
velocities. This velocity and its scouring effect on corrosion
deposits, soft-base metals, and oxide films can, and often does,
adversely affect corrosion rates. Therefore, laboratory static
submergence tests for determining corrosion rates of specific
liquid/material combinations can, at best, only be considered as
a general guide to material selection.
Certain pumping situations may subject the pump to thermal
or hydraulic shock, which may preclude the use of brittle materials
such as cast iron. Such shock may occur in startup on hightemperature applications, when pumps are handling flammable
liquids that could leak or catch fire, or when water hammer shock
results from sudden valve closure.

What are the best materials to use in pump
construction to minimize part corrosion?
Pumps are produced using a wide variety of materials. Factors
that must be considered in the selection of materials for wetted
pump components include user’s experience, life cycle costs,
regulatory agency requirements (i.e. limits on lead content in
bronzes that contact drinking water), required pump life, duty
cycle (operating hours per period), corrosive and/or erosive
properties of the fluid, hazardous nature or toxicity of the fluid, the
potential for cavitation and the potential for contamination of the
fluid. Corrosive and/or erosive properties of fluids may vary with
temperature, concentration of chemicals or solids, the properties
of the solids, velocity, and the extent of entrained gasses.
Some of the more frequently used materials are listed below.
w

w

w

w

w

w

Bronze-fitted pump: The casing is made of cast iron, and
the impeller and impeller rings are made of bronze. This
combination is commonly used for fresh water at ambient
temperatures.
All bronze pump: All parts of the pump in direct contact with
the pumped liquid are made of manufacturer’s standard
bronze. This type of pump is often used for pumping seawater.
All iron pump: All pump parts in direct contact with the pumped
liquid are made of ferrous metal (cast iron/ductile iron, carbon
steel or low-alloy steel). This pump is commonly used in
hydrocarbon services and some chemical applications.
Stainless-steel fitted pump: The casing is made of materials
suitable for the service. The impellers, impeller rings and
shaft sleeves (if used) are made of corrosion-resistant steel
with suitable properties for the specific application. This type
of pump is also used in hydrocarbon and chemical services.
All stainless-steel pump: All pump parts in direct contact with
the pumped liquid are made of corrosion-resistant steel with
suitable properties for the specific application. This pump is
commonly used in chemical applications.
Rigid polymers/composites: All pump parts in direct contact
with the liquid are made of rigid polymers or composites
(plastics), either as coatings or as structural material. This
pump type is commonly used in chemical services.

No one is in control of your happiness but you; therefore, you have the power
to change anything about yourself or your life that you want to change.

SIEMA Magazine
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What are some adverse effects that can occur
from mechanical processes during pumping
operations?
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LEGAL/LABOUR LAW NEWS
(1)

TWO VOLUNTARY AND
CONTRIBUTORY PENSION SCHEMES
FOR THE UNORGANISED SECTORS AND
(2) TRADERS:

A)

The Unorganised Sector
The Schemes envisage for providing minimum
assured monthly pension of Rs.3000 after
attaining the age of 60 years. If the subscriber
dies, the spouse of the beneficiary shall be
entitled to receive 50% of the Pension as Family
Pension. Family Pension is applicable only to
spouse, The monthly contribution ranges from
Rs.55-Rs.200 depending upon the entry age of
the beneficiary pension for unorganised workers.
Pension Scheme for Unorganised Wokers and
National Pension Scheme for the Traders and
self employed persons(NPS-Traders) (for the
Vyapari’s) under Section 3(1) of unorganized
Workers Social Security Act, 2008 to provide
old age protection to them. PM-SYM is meant
for old age protection and social security of
unorganized Workers (UW), who are mostly
engaged as rickshaw pullers, street vendors,
mid-day meal workers, head loaders, brick
kin workers, cobblers, rag pickers, Domestic
Workers, Washermen, Home based, Agricultural
workers, construction workers, Beedi Workers,
Handloom Workers, Leathers Workers, Audio
Visual Workers or in similar other occupations.

June 2020

B)
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Pension for Traders
The NPS – Traders scheme is meant for old
age protection and social security of Vyapaaris
(Retail Traders/Shop keepers and self employed
persons), whose annual turnover is not
exceeding Rs.1.5 Crore. These retail Traders/Petty
Shopkeepers and self –employed persons are
mostly working as shop owners, Retail Traders,
Rice Mill Owners, oil Mill Owners,Workshop
SIEMA Magazine

Owners, commission Agents, Brokers of Real
Estate, Owner of small hotels, restaurants and
other Vyapaaris. The entry age for the scheme
is 18-40 years and the Vyapaari should not be a
member of ESIC/EPFO/PM-SYM or an income
tax payer.
C)

How is the Payment made
The schemes are being implemented through
Life Insurance Corporation(LIC) of India and
Common Service Center is the Fund Manager
and responsible for pension pay-Out, Common
Service Centre is the enrolment agency
responsible for enrolment of the beneficiaries
through its 3.5 lakhs Centres across India.

(2)

CHEQUE BOUNCING, LOAN
REPAYMENT DELAYS COULD SOON
BE DECRIMINALISED, PROPOSED
AMENDMENT OF 19 LEGISLATIONS
The Central Government proposed to amend
By 19 laws up proposed to amend.Negotiable
Instrument Act, SARFASI Act,LIC Act,PFRDA
Act,RBI Act, NHB Act, Banking Regulation Act.,
Chit Funds Act, Insurance Act, and NABARD
Act are among the 19 laws that the finance
ministry has proposed to amend. To help
business tide over financial difficulties caused
by the nationwide lockdown, the Centre plans to
decrimininalised minor economic offences such
as cheque bounces and delays in repayment
of loans. To make this happen, as many as 19
legislations will have to be suitably amended.
These include the Negotiable Instruments Act
(Cheque Bounce),SARFASI Act, (repayment of
bank loans) LIC Act, PFRDA Act , RBI Act, NHB
Act, Banking Regulation Act., and Chit Funds Act.
The finance ministry has shared its proposal and
invited public comments from all stakeholders.
Based on the feedback, the Department of

Control your thoughts. Decide about that which you will think and concentrate upon.
You are in charge of your life to the degree you take charge of your thoughts.

3)

gl;lh bgah; khWjYf;F tp.V.X. ghpe;Jiu
mtrpak;
cl;gphpt[ld;
Toa
gl;lh
bgah;
khw;wk;
tpz;zg;g';fSf;F
rk;ge;jg;gl;l
tp.V.X.
ghpe;Jiu mtrpak; vd muR cj;jutpl;Ls;sJ.
tUtha;j;Jiw rhh;gpy;/ epyg;gjpntLfs; midj;Jk;
‘o$pl;ly’ kahkhf;fg;gl;Ls;sd.
‘jkpH; epyk’
vd;w ‘rhg;l;nth;’ eilKiw te;jgpd;/ eyeph;thf
gzp vspjhdJ. ,Ug;gpDk;/ gl;lh khWjYf;F/
tp.V.X.f;fspd; ghpe;Jiu njitapy;iy vd;W
khw;wg;gl;lJ. jiyik rh;ntah; kw;Wk; kz;ly
Jiz jhrpy;jhh; xg;g[jYld;/ Md;iydpy; gl;lh
khWjy; bra;ag;gl;lJ.
tp.V.X. mYtyfj;jpy;
‘mg;nll;’ bra;ag;glhky;/ gy;ntW FsWgo
Vw;gl;lJ. tUtha;j;Jiw mjpfhhpfs; TwpajhtJ/
elg;g[ epjpahz;L Kjy;/ gl;lh bgah; khw;wk;
bra;a/ tp.V.X./f;fs; ghpe;Jiu mtrpak; vd muR
cj;jutpl;Ls;sJ.
jdpf;fpiuakhf ,Ue;jhy;/
gj;jpug;gjpt[ bra;j rpy ehl;fspy; jhdhfnt gl;lh
bgah; khw;wkhfp chpikahsUf;F rpl;lh efy;
Md;iydpy; mDg;g[ itf;fg;gLk;. cl;gphpt[ld;
Toa fpiuakhf ,Ue;jhy;/ tp.V.X. fs Ma;t[
elj;jp ghpe;Jiu bra;tJ mtrpak; vd muR
cj;jutpl;Ls;sJ. mjw;fhf jkpHfk; KGtJk;
cs;s tp.V.X-f;fSf;F VG ehs; gapw;rp Kfhk;
elf;f cs;sJ.

(4) EPFO ISSUES REVISED INSTRUCTIONS
TO FACILITATE PF MEMBERS TO RECTIFY
THEIR BIRTH RECORDS
In a move to extend the availability and reach
of online services in the wake of the COVID-19
pandamic, EPFO has issued revised instructions
to its field offices to facilitate PF members to
rectify their date of birth in EPFO records, thus
ensuirng that their UAN is KYC complaint. The
date of Birth recorded in ‘Adhaar’ will now be
accepted as valid proof of the date of birth or
the purpose of rectification, provided that the
difference in the two dates is less than 3 years.
The PF subscribers can submit the correction
requests online. This will enable EPFO to
validate of birth of members online with
UIDAI instantaneously, thus authenticating
and reducing the processing time of change
requests. EPFO has instructed field officers to
expedite disposal of online requests, enabling
PF members in financial distress, to apply online
for availing non refundable advance from their
PF accumulations to tide over the COVID-19
pandemic.
(5)

ESIC FURTHER EXTENDS PERIOD FOR
FILING ESI CONTRIBUTION
The Country is dealing with a very challenging
situation due to COVID-19 Pandemic. Many
establishments are temporarily closed and
workers are unable to work. In line with the relief
measures being extended by Government to
business entries and workers, Employees’ State
Insurance Corporation (ESIC) has undertaken
following relief measures for its stake holders
specially employers and insured persons, besides
strengthening its medical resources to right
COVID-19. As a relief measure, the period for
filing ESI Contribution for the month of February
and march was earlier extended to 15th April
and 15th May respectively. Now considering
the hardship being faced by employers, the
period for filing ESI contribution for the month
of February has been further extended from
earlier extended period i.e., 15th April to 15th
May 2020. The period for filing contribution for
the month of March 2020 is also 15th May 2020.
No penalty or interest or damage will be levied
on establishments during the extended period.
3.49 crore Insured persons (IPs) and 12,11,174

Don’t settle. Don’t finish crappy books. If you don’t like the menu, leave the restaurant.
If you’re not on the right path, get off it.

SIEMA Magazine
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Financial Services will take a call on whether
a particular section should be modified to
decriminalise to improve ease of doing business.
Till now, the Accused in such small offences
vaced fine or imprisonment or both depending
on the gravity of the charges. With the changes,
the finance ministry aims to create a system
wherein a penalty levied is sufficient to act as a
deter rent and will help in improving business
sentiment and unclogging court processes in the
wake of economic crisis caused due to lockdown.
For insurance, under existing law, violating
the provisions of the RBI Act such as inviting
deposits without authorization or avoiding the
registration could attract imprisoned upto years
plus a fine of upto Rs.25 lakhs. If these offences
are decriminalized, the fine will be raised but
there will be no imprisonment. The move was
already announced by Finance Minister Nirmal
Sitharaman in the Atamnirbhar Bharat package.
Criminalising procedural lapses and minor noncompliances increases burden on businesses, the
finance ministry said in a statement.
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employers will get relief with the extension of
period for filing the return.

circumstances of lockdown, there may be cases
where validity of the medical benefit cardsissued
to these beneficiaries expire as these beneficiaries
are unable to deposit the advance annual lumpsum contribution due to lock down. Such
beneficiaries have been allowed to avail medical
benefit under Rules 60 & 61 of ESI (Central Rules)
till 30.06.2020.

Following relief measures have been undertaken for
Insured persons and beneficiaries:
a)

In order to ease hardship of ESI beneficiaries,
purchase of medicines by ESI beneficiaries from
private chemists during the lockdown period
and its subsequent reimbursement by ESIC has
been permitted.

b)

A provision has also been made for providing
medical services to IPs and beneficiaries from
Tie-up mHospitals, if an ESIC Hospital is
declared as a dedicated Covid-19 Hospital to
cater exclusively to Corona suspected/confirmed
cases.

c)

Medical benefit is provided under Rule 6061 to the Insured persons who cease to be
in insurable employment on account of
permanent disablement. Under the prevailing

(7)

MINIMUM WAGES DA REVISION FROM
01.04.2020 TO 31.03.2021
Tamilnadu State Government revised the
minimum rate of wages Dearness Allowance for
one year from April 2020 to March 2021. (For
76 category of industries including engineering,
textiles, electronics, shops and establishments).
Those who require the minimum wages , rate of
book for the year 2020-21 may place orders for
the book which costs Rs.550/-. If you require
only minimum wages for your category industry,
please write to us for the same which will be sent
at free of cost.

June 2020

(M.R. MANOHARAN)
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Conquer the angry one by not getting angry; conquer the wicked by goodness;
conquer the stingy by generosity, and the liar by speaking the truth.

,

Our Products
Bearings, Blocks, Sleeves, Lubrication
Liner Bushes, Clutch Bearings, Belting Products

9843924422

9843709618

ÁÍºa]US ÷uõÒ öPõkUS®

©Ûu EÓÄPÒ

\

«£zvÀ E»P¨¦PÌ ö£ØÓ íõº÷Áõºk
£ÀPø»UPÇPzvÀ
AÖ£x
BskPÍõP |øhö£ØÓ Kº B#Âß •iÄPÒ
öÁÎ¯õQ²ÒÍøu¨
£zv›UøP
‰»©õP
AÔ¢÷uß.
AuõÁx
¯õº AvP |õmPÒ
ÁõÌQßÓõºPÒ? Gß£xuõß A¢u B#Âß ø©¯
C»US! AÆÁõÌÂß •iÄ¨£i, ¦PÈß Ea]°À
{Ø£ÁºPÒ AvP|õÒ ÁõÌQßÓõºPÍõ? GßÓõÀ
CÀø»! {øÓ¯ £n® £øhzuÁºPÒ AvP |õmPÒ
ÁõÌQßÓõºPÍõ? GßÓõÀ AxÄªÀø»¯õ®.
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÷©¾®
öPmh
£ÇUPÁÇUP[PÒ
CÀ»õuÁºPÍõ? GßÓõÀ AÁºPÐ® CÀø»
Gß£÷u
•iÁõS®.
¤ÓS
AvP|õmPÒ
ÁõÌ£ÁºPÒ ¯õº? GßÖuõ÷Ú ÷PmQÕºPÒ
! ©Ûu EÓÂÀ (Good Human Relation) ]Ó¢x
ÂÍ[S£ÁºP÷Í AvP |õmPÒ ÁõÌQßÓõºPÍõ®
Gß£xhß BÚ¢u©õPÄ® ÁõÌQÓõºPÒ GÚ
•iÄPÒ
AÔÂzxÒÍÚ.
AÔÁõÎPøÍÂh
EÓÁõÎP÷Í ªPÄ® EØŒõP©õPÄ® E¯ºÁõPÄ®
ÁõÌQßÓõºPÒ GßÓ Esø©ø¯ ¯õµõ¾®
©ÖUP•i¯õx.
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©Ûuß J¸ \•P Â»[S. AÁÚõÀ
©ØÓÁºPÐøh¯
EuÂ²®
÷uõÇø©²®
CÀ»õ©À
uÛzx
ÁõÇ•i¯õx
GßÓõº
\•P AÔbº AºìhõiÀ. B® Â»[SPÒ
©ØÖ® £ÓøÁPÎß ÁõÌUøP²hß ©ÛuÛß
ÁõÌUøPø¯ \Ø÷Ó J¨¤mk¨ £õ¸[PÒ! ©Ûuß
GÆÁõÖ ¤Ó¨¦ •uÀ CÓ¨¦Áøµ ©ØÓÁºPøÍ
Œõº¢÷u ÁõÌQßÓõß Gß£x ¦›²®. Euõµn©õP,
Esq® EnÂÀ GzxøÚ ÷£¸øh¯ EøÇ¨¦®
EuÂ²® C¸UQßÓx Gß£øua ]Ôx Gso¨
£õ¸[PÒ. uõÛ¯ ©oPøÍ {»zvÀ £°›mhx
•uÀ AuøÚ ÁÍºzx AÖÁøh öŒ#x EnÁõUQ
|õ® Es£uØSz u¯õµõUS® Áøµ GzuøÚ
SIEMA Magazine

]¢uøÚU PÂbº
hõUhº PÂuõŒß
C¯USÚº ©ØÖ® uø»Áº,
©ÛuÁÍ @©®£õmkz xøÓ
¹mì {ÖÁÚ[PÒ, @PõøÁ

GzuøÚ÷¯ ©ÛuºPÎß EøÇ¨¦® v¯õP•®
AuÝÒ ©øÓ¢x C¸UQÓx GßÖ ]¢vzx¨
£õºzuõÀ, ©ØÓÁºPÎß EuÂ²® EøÇ¨¦®
|©x ÁõÌUøPUS GÆÁÍÄ yµ® Buõµ©õP
C¸UQÓx Gß£x öuÎÁõS®. |©x JÆöÁõ¸
÷uøÁø¯²® §ºzv öŒ#ÁuØS \P©ÛuºPÎß
EuÂ²® JzxøÇ¨¦® GÆÁÍÄ yµ® xøn
{ØQÓx Gß£x® ¦›²®.
©ÛuºPÎß EÓøÁ ÁÍº¨£v¾® AuøÚ¨
÷£o¨
÷£õØÔ
÷©sø©
AøhÁuØS®
RÌPõq® EzvPøÍU Pøh¨¤iUP»õ®.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

J¨¦øP uõ¸[PÒ (Acknowledge)
HØÖU öPõÒÐ[PÒ (Accept)
£õµõmk[PÒ (Appreciate)
öPõshõk[PÒ (Admire)
£»¨£kzx[PÒ (Accelarate)

J¨¦øP uõ¸[PÒ
J¸Áøµ¨ £õºUS®÷£õx AÁ¸US ÁnUP®
öŒ¾zxÁx® ¦ß•ÖÁÀ öŒ#Áx® J¸ ]Ó¢u
£s¦. ÷©¾® EÓÄUSU öPõkUS® Áµ÷ÁØ¦®
Axuõß. ªkUPõPÄ® CÖUP©õPÄ® |h¢x
öPõÒ£ÁºPÒ
©ØÓÁºPÎß
©ÚUPuÄPøÍ
J¸÷£õx® vÓ¨£vÀø». AzuøP¯ÁºPÐøh¯
£uÂUPõP ÷Ásk©õÚõÀ ©ØÓÁºPÎß ©v¨¦U
QøhUP»õ®. BÚõÀ AÁºPÎß ö|gŒõº¢u
|ß©v¨¦® Esø©¯õÚ EÓÄ® QøhUPõx.
BP÷Á, ©ÛuÝUS ©Ûuß ©vUPÄ® EÓøÁ
ÁÍºzxU öPõÒÍÄ® ÂøÇ¯ ÷Ásk®. ÷©¾®
SøÓPõq® Gsn•® ¦Ó® ÷£_® £ÇUP•®
EÓøÁ²®
|À¾nºøÁ²®
]øuzxÂk®
Gß£øu •u¼À ¦›¢x öPõÒÍ ÷Ásk®.
{£¢uøÚ¯ØÓ Aß¦® Gvº£õº£ØÓ EuÂ²® uõß
Our biggest fear is not in expressing the truth but that
we will be attacked or belittled because of our truth.

HØÖU öPõÒÐ[PÒ
©»ºPÎÀ £»Ásn[PÒ C¸¨£øu¨ ÷£õ»÷Á
©ÛuºPÎ¾®
£»Âu©õÚ
Gsn[PøÍ
öPõshÁºPÒ C¸UQßÓõºPÒ Gß£øu •u¼À
¦›¢x öPõÒÍ ÷Ásk®. JÆöÁõ¸Á¸®
J¸Âu©õPz uõß C¸¨£õºPÒ. G¢u C¸
©ÛuºPÐ® J÷µ ©õv›¯õP C¸UP©õmhõºPÒ
Gß£xhß ¯õ¸® |©x Gvº£õº¨¦ {øÓÄ
öŒ#²® ÂuzvÀ C¸UP©õmhõºPÒ. GßÓõ¾®
GÀ»õ ÁøP¯õÚ ©ÛuºPøÍ²® ÷Œº¢uxuõß
C¢u ©Ûu \•uõ¯®.
ö£õxÁõP |©x øP°À I¢x ÂµÀPÐ®
JßÖ÷£õ»Áõ C¸UQÓuõ? Gß£õºPÒ. öPõg\®
Gso¨ £õ¸[PÒ, I¢x ÂµÀPÐ® JßÖ÷£õ»÷Á
C¸¢uõÀ |©x øP uõß £¯ß£k©õ? B®!
|®ªøh÷¯ C¸US® ©õÖ£õkPÒ |®•øh¯
Aøh¯õÍ®. BP÷Á AÁµÁºPøÍ AÁµÁºPÒ
G¨£i C¸UQßÓõºP÷Íõ A¨£i÷¯ HØÖU
öPõÒÐ® ©Ú¨£USÁ÷© EÓøÁ ÁÍº¨£uØS
EßÚu ÁÈ¯õS®. B®! SØÓ® £õºUQß
_ØÓªÀø» Gß£x |©x £Çö©õÈ!

£õµõmk[PÒ
GÀ÷»õ¸US® £õµõmkUPÒ ¤iUS®. £õµõmk®
©ÛuºPøÍ÷¯ GÀ÷»õ¸® |õkÁº. HöÚßÓõÀ
‘£õµõmk’ Gß£x ©Úøu FUP¨£kzx® J¸
hõÛU. £õµõmk® ©Ú® £øhzuÁºP÷Í E¯µ
E¯µa öŒÀQßÓõºPÒ. BP÷Á, E[PÐhß
£o¦›÷Áõº, CÀ»zvÀ EÒ÷Íõº, |s£ºPÒ
GÚ GÀ÷»õ›h•® C¸US® |À» £s¦PøÍ
|À» öŒ¯ÀPøÍ CÚ[Psk AÔ¢x £õµõmk®
£ÇUPzøu ÁÍºzxU öPõÒÐ[PÒ. HöÚßÓõÀ,
£õµõmk Gß£x ÁÇ[S£Áøµ²® ö£Ö£Áøµ²®
©QÌÂUQßÓx.
SøÓPõq® £ÇUP® J¸ ©Ú÷|õ# GÚ
©÷ÚõuzxÁ
ÁÀ¾ÚºPÒ
SÔ¨¤kÁõºPÒ.
B®! SøÓ÷¯ CÀ»õu ©ÛuÛÀø»; SøÓø¯
©mk÷©
Põs£Áß
©Ûu÷Ú
CÀø».
£õµõmkÁx •UQ¯®uõß GßÓõ¾® ©ÚvÓ¢x
£õµõkÁx® Esø©¯õP¨ £õµõmkÁx® AøuÂh
•UQ¯®.
£õµõmkPøÍ
Áõ#ö©õÈ¯õPÄ®
GÊzx ‰»©õPÄ® ÁÇ[P»õ®. CÆÂµsi¾®
GÊzx ‰»©õP ÁÇ[SÁ÷u ]Ó¢ux Gß÷£ß.

GöÚßÓõÀ, Áõ#ö©õÈ¯õP¨ £õµõmk® ÷£õx,
Ax EhÝUShß ö£Ö÷Áõ›ß Cu¯zøuU
SÎºÂUQßÓx SyP»¨£kzxQßÓx. ÷©¾®
Aøu÷¯
GÊzx
‰»©õP
ÁÇ[S®÷£õx
Aøu AÁº AÆÁ¨÷£õx Áõ]zx Áõ]zx
¦zxnºÄ ö£ÖÁuØS HxÁõP C¸US®. BP÷Á
£õµõmk[PÒ! EhÛ¸¨÷£õ›ß EÒÍ[PÎÀ
E[PÐøh¯ Aß¦ÂøuPøÍz yÂU öPõs÷h
C¸[PÒ. ÁõÌUøP AÇPõÚuõP ©õÔU öPõs÷h
C¸US®.

öPõshõk[PÒ
£õµõmkUS Akzu E¯º{ø»uõß AÁºPÐøh¯
|ØöŒ¯ÀPÐUPõP AÁºPøÍ öPõshõkÁx.
|À»øua öŒ#£Áøµ¨ £õµõmh ÷Ásk®.
GUPõ»zv¾®
GÀ÷»õ¸US®
£¯ß
u¸®
ÂuzvÀ öuõsk öŒ#÷ÁõøµU öPõshõh
÷Ásk®.
Euõµn©õP,
J¸Áº
÷uºÂÀ
öÁØÔ
ö£ØÓõÀ
£õµõmkQ÷Óõ®.
A÷u
÷|µzvÀ Föµ[S® £ÒÎUTh® vÓ¢xøÁzx
AÔöÁõÎø¯ HØÔøÁzu Pº©Ãµº Põ©µõáøµU
öPõshõkQß÷Óõ®. Ax÷£õ»uõß E[PÐøh¯
Sk®£zvÀ, GvºPõ» \¢uv°Úº GÀ÷»õ›ß
|ÀÁõÌUøPUS ÷|ºø©¯õÚ •øÓ°À EøÇzx
E¯ºÄUS ÁÈPõmi¯ÁºPøÍ²®, |õ® ÁõÊ®
\•uõ¯® ÁÍºÁuØSz ußøÚz uõ÷Ú v¯õP®
öŒ#uÁºPøÍ²®,
£o¦›²®
{ÖÁÚzvß
•ß÷ÚØÓzvØS® £o¯õÍºPÎß Jmkö©õzu
|»ÝUS® EøÇzuÁºPøÍ |õ® G¨ö£õÊx®
öPõshõi
©QÇ
÷Ásk®.
HöÚßÓõÀ
AÁºPÒ, |®•øh¯ ÁõÌUøP Akzu PmhzvØS
E¯ºzv¨ ¤izu ©õ©ÛuºPÒ. ÷©¾® AÁºPøÍ
öPõshõk® ÷£õxuõß |õ•® |ßÔ²ÒÍ |À»
©ÛuºPÍõQß÷Óõ®.

£»¨£kzx[PÒ
£¯n¨£hõu
£õøu
©øÓ¢x
÷£õÁøu¨
÷£õ», £ÇPõu EÓÄ® ©øÓ¢x ÷£õS®. BP÷Á,
EÓÂÚºPÎh•® |s£ºPÎh•® Áõ#¨¤¸US®
÷£õöuÀ»õ® ÷£_÷Áõ® £ÇS÷Áõ® GßÔÀ»õ©À
Áõ#¨¦PøÍ HØ£kzvU öPõsk EÓÁõk[PÒ.
EÒÍ[PÐUS Cøh÷¯¯õÚ EÓÄ¨ £õ»zøu¨
£»¨£kzvU öPõs÷h C¸[PÒ. B®! ©o
©o¯À» Aøu }[PÒ AiUPõu Áøµ°À Ax÷£õ»
Aß¦ Aß£À» Aøu }[PÒ öŒ¾zuõuÁøµ°À!
Aßø£¨ £›©õÖÁuØS B°µ® ÁÈPÒ Esk
Gß£õºPÒ. AvÀ ]»ÁÈPøÍz ÷uº¢öukzxU

The ideals which have always shone before me and filled me with joy are
goodness, beauty, and truth.
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öPõsk, EÓøÁ²® |mø£²® EÖv¨£kzvU
öPõÒÐ[PÒ. EuÁ EuÁzuõß EÓÄ ÁÍ¸®.
EuÂ öŒ#Áx J¸÷£õx® |ßÔø¯ Gvº£õºzuuõP
Aø©¯UThõx. HöÚßÓõÀ EuÂ öŒ#Áöuß£x
J¸ Â¯õ£õµ® AÀ». Ax ©Ûu ©õs¤ß
öÁÎ¨£õk. B®! Gvº£õº¨¦PÐhß Gøu²®
öŒ#¯õ©À, Aß¤ß öÁÎ¨£õhõP Ax Aø©²®
÷£õxuõß
EuÂ
öŒ#£Á¸®,
EuÂø¯¨
ö£Ö£Á¸US® BÚ¢u® QøhUQßÓx.

EøÇ¨¦® EÓÄ® ÷©®£k® ÷£õx ÁÍºa]²®
©QÌa]²® |©x ÁõÌUøPø¯ A»[P›US®
Gß£x EÖv. BP÷Á GßÚuõß ÷Áø»ø¯a
_©¢uõ¾®, JÆöÁõ¸ |õÐ® ]Ôx ÷|µ÷©Ý®
EÓÄ
ÃvPÎÀ
E»õ¨
÷£õS®÷£õxuõß
ÁõÌu¼ß Aºzuzøu |®©õÀ ÂÍ[QU öPõÒÍ
•i²®.

AØ¦u¨ £Ç®

Azv¨ £Ç®

June 2020
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zv Põ#PÎÀ C¸¢x QøhUS® £õø»
Áõ#¨¦soÀ uhÂÚõÀ Áõ#¨¦s BÖ®.
©»a]UPÀ w¸®. µzu Â¸zv HØ£k®. ¤zu® uo²®.
öÁÒøÍ¨£kuø» ukUS®. Bsø©ø¯ ö£¸US®.
Azv GÎvÀ ãµn©õÁxhß PÀ½µÀ, ©spµÀ
÷£õßÓ ãµn EÖ¨¦PøÍ |À» •øÓ°À _Ö_Ö¨¦hß
öŒ¯»õØÓa öŒ#QÓx. ]Ö}µPzvÀ PÀ»øh¨¦
÷£õßÓ uh[PÀPøÍ APØÔa ]Ö}øµ¨ ö£¸USQÓx.
ö£¸[Sh¼À B[Põ[÷P, CÖQ¯ PÈÄ¨ ö£õ¸mPøÍ
£USÁ¨£kzv, CÍUQ, Â¯ºøÁ¯õPÄ®, ]Ö}µõPÄ®,
©»©õPÄ® öÁÎ÷¯ØÔ Shø» ª¸xÁõPa öŒ#QÓx.
vÚ\› 2 £Ç[PøÍ Œõ¨¤mhõÀ Eh¼À Cµzu
EØ£zv AvP›US®. Eh¾® ÁÍºa] Aøh¢x
£¸©Úøh²®. ©»a]UPø» }UP EnÂØS¨ ¤ÓS
]ÔuÍÄ Azv ÂøuPøÍa Œõ¨¤h»õ®. |õÒ£mh
©»a]UPø» Sn©õUP 5 £Ç[PøÍ CµÂÀ Œõ¨¤h
÷Ásk®.
Azv¨ £Çzøu vÚ•® 5 •uÀ 10 Áøµ Põø»,
©õø» GÚ C¸ ÷ÁøÍ Œõ¨¤mk £õÀ A¸¢vÚõÀ
uõx Â¸zv¯õS®. Bs©»k }[S®. E»º¢u Azv¨
£Ç[PøÍ ÷uÛÀ FÓ øÁzx Œõ¨¤mhõÀ AÍÁØÓ
÷£õåõUøP ö£Ó»õ®. E»ºzv¨ ö£õi öŒ#x J¸
ì§ß Ãu® £õ¼À ÷£õmk® Œõ¨¤h»õ®.
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vÚ\› Cµsk Azv¨£Ç[PøÍ Œõ¨¤mk Á¢uõÀ,
EhÀ öPõÊU, ö©õÊU GßÖ ÁÍ¸®. CvÀ •Ê
AÍÄ Fmha\zx C¸UQßÓx. CvÀ ¦÷µõmjß,
\ºUPøµ \zx, PõÀç¯®, £õì£µì ©ØÖ® C¸®¦a
\zx AvP AÍÂÀ C¸¨£uõPÄ®, ©ØÓ £Ç[PøÍÂh
Azv¨£ÇzvÀ C¢u \zxUPÒ |õ¾ ©h[S AvP©õP
EÒÍx. Cøuz uÂµ øÁmhªß H, øÁmhªß ]
AvP AÍÂÀ Esk.
^ø© Azv¨£Ç® öÁsSèhzøu Sn©õUSQÓx.
Aøµ Qµõ® Põmk Azv¨£Çzøu vÚ\› J¸ ÷ÁøÍ
Œõ¨¤mk Á¢uõÀ, öÁs¦ÒÎPÒ, öÁs Sèh®,
÷uõ¼ß {Ó©õØÓ® BQ¯øÁ Sn©õS®. Aøu¨
£ÄhµõUQ £ßÜ›À P»¢x,öÁs ¦ÒÎPÒ «x
§\»õ®.

\¸©zøu £õxPõUQÓx
]» |õmk¨¦Ó ©¸zxÁ ©µ¦PÎÀ, Azv¨£Ç®
A›US® ÷uõ»ÇØ], Âmi¼÷Põ ©ØÖ® ui¨¦z ÷uõÀ
AÇØ] ÷£õßÓ £»Âu©õÚ ÷uõÀ ¤µa]øÚPÐUS
]QaøŒ¯ÎUP¨ £¯ß£kQÓx GÚ TÓ¨£kQÓx.
÷©¾®, £» ÁÍ©õÚ øÁmhªßPÒ, Bßi
BUêá÷ÚØÔPÒ ©ØÖ® uõxUPÐUS Azv £Ç® J¸
]Ó¢u ‰»©õS®. CuÚõÀ, CøÁ E[PÒ Jmkö©õzu
B÷µõUQ¯zøu ÷©®£kzxÁx ©mk©À»õ©À E[PÒ
\¸©zøu²® \©{ø»¨£kzxQÓx.

As India completes another glorious year of her Independence…
Here’s wishing you a Happy Independence Day…

¦so¯ PnUS Cxuõß....

öußPõ] µ°À {ø»¯zøu Âmk _ø©PÐhß
öÁÎ÷¯ Á¢÷uß. ÃmkUS ÷£õP Bm÷hõ ÷£]÷Úß
Bm÷hõUPõµÛh®.
“GÆÁÍÄ?” GßÖ ÷Pm÷hß.
“600&¹£õ#” GßÓõß.
“400&¹£õ#US Á¸©õ?” Gß÷Óß,..
\ØÖ ÷¯õ]zu AÁß “\› 450&¹£õ# öPõk[P.
Ási» HÖ[P Œõº” GßÓõß.
Bm÷hõ £Ó¢ux.
“H®£õ C¢u ÁÈ¯õ \Áõ› ÷£õÚõ }[P i£ß
G[÷P Œõ¨¤kÂ[P?” Gß÷Óß
“÷µõmkUPøh uõß Œõº” GßÓõº.
“A¨£ }[P Œõ¨¤k® Pøh Gx÷Áõ A[÷P
Ásiø¯ {Öz[P. C¸Á¸® i£ß Œõ¨¤mk Âmk
÷£õ÷Áõ®” Gß÷Óß.
Cµsk Q÷»õ«mhº uõsi J¸ ¦Î¯©µzvß
Kµ©õ# C¸¢u uÒÐ ÁsiQmh Bm÷hõ {ßÓx.
J¸ |kzuµÁ¯x A®©õ.
AÁºPÒ PnÁº xøn¯ØÓÁº GÚ öŒõÀ¼¯x
÷uõØÓ®..
“Áõ[P Œõº” GßÓõº
“C[Puõß Œõº... Á°zxUS JßÝ® £snõx”
GßÓõº ....Bm÷hõ iøµÁº.
Cm¼... Áøh... ö£õ[PÀ... §›... GÚ Pmi÷Úõ®..
“GÆ÷Íõ®©õ?” Gß÷Óß.
“60&¹£õ# Œõº” GßÓõº
100&¹£õ# öPõkz÷uß.
«vø¯.., ]À»øµ¯õP ö£õ¸UQ¯x A¢u A®©õ...

“CßÚUQ Â¯õ£õµ® hÀ Œõº. Auõß ]À»øµ
Pèh®” GßÓõº.
“\›®©õ 40&¹£õ# E[P Qm÷h÷¯ C¸UPmk®.
|õøÍUS
C¢u
£UP©õ
Á¸÷Áß.
A¨÷£õ
Áõ[QUQ÷Óß” GßÖ TÔ ¦Ó¨£m÷hõ®.
“Œõº }[P CßøÚU÷P F¸US ÷£õÕ[P. |õøÍUS
Á¸÷ÁßÝ öŒõÀ¼mk, 40&¹£õ¯ A¢u A®©õQmh
Âmkmk ÁºŸ[P?” GßÓõº Bm÷hõUPõµº,
“Asnõ C¨£ |õ© Œõ¨¤mhu J¸ ÷íõmhÀ»
¦S¢x Œõ¨¤mi¸¢uõ {a\¯® 250&¹£õ# BQ C¸US®.
A¨¦Ó® i¨ì, Á› GÚ 300&¹£õ#öPõkzv¸¨÷£õ®...
CÀø»¯õ.?”
“G¨£¨£ Áõ#¨¦ QøhUS÷uõ A¨£¨£ C¢u ©õv›
BÐ[PÐUS |õ© EuÁq® Asnõ” Gß÷Óß.
“\[P® Aø©¨£x, Á`ÀöŒ#Áx, Auß‰»®
ö£õx÷ŒøÁ öŒ#Áx, ¦so¯ u»[PÒ öŒÀÁx,
|ßöPõøh öPõk¨£x, Esi¯À ÷£õkÁx GÚ
C¨£izuõß ¦so¯® ÷uh ÷Ásk® Gß£vÀø»
|øh•øÓ ÁõÌøP°÷» C¨£i²® ÷uh»õ®” Gß÷Óß.
Bm÷hõ Ãk Á¢x ÷Œ¢ux.
“C¢uõ[P Asnõ }[P ÷Pmh 450&¹£õ# GÚ
GkzxU öPõkz÷uß”
“400&¹£õ# ÷£õx®” Œõº GßÓõº!
“GßÚõa_ Asnõ? Gß÷Óß.
“A¢u 50 ¹£õ# E[P Qmh C¸¢uõ }[P C¢u
©õv› ¯õ¸UPõÁx EuÂ öŒ#Ã[P Œõº, Auß ‰»®
GÚUS® ¦so¯® QøhUS÷© Œõº” GßÓõº!
J¸Pn® ‰a_ {ßÓx.
|õß ÷£õk® ¦so¯ PnUøP Âg] {ßÓx,
C¢u Bm÷hõPõµ›ß ¦so¯ PnUS...!

From Struggle… To Freedom… To Progress… India moves forward.
Celebrating with you the pride of being part of a nation that is eternal and ever-new.

June 2020
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SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL TESTING AND RESEARCH CENTRE
(A-NOT-FOR-PROFIT SOCIETY TO SERVE ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES)

Si’Tarc is NABL Accredited Laboratory and having the latest Testing facilities in Electrical Engineering,
Mechanical Engineering, Chemical Engineering, and Metrology.
We are glad to inform that Si’Tarc is now emerged with a new added facility of

“WATER TESTING IN NABL APPROVED LABORATORY”
We have world-class equipments in our lab for testing water samples like,

 Mineral Water
 Effluent Treated Process Water

 RO Water
 Packaged Drinking Water

 Bore well Water
 Waste Water

 Rain Water
 Raw Water etc,.

•

All Tests are Conducted as per National/International Standards

•

We collect the samples from your doorsteps and provide you the results on-time.
For More Details Contact:

#83,84 Avarampalayam Road, K.R.Puram Post, Coimbatore – 641021.
Ph/Fax: 0422 – 2562612, 2560473.
Email:sitarcinfo@sitarc.com,Website:www.sitarc.com

©ÚU÷Põ°À
Áõ_÷uÁº \Põ÷uÁÝUS
CøÓÁøÚ ÁÈ£k® •øÓ £ØÔ
GkzxøµUS® Âzv¯õ\©õÚ J¸ £vÄ

Põ÷uÁß Á¸zu©õP, A©º¢v¸¨£øuU
Psh Áõ_÷uÁº, “CÍÁµ\º \Põ÷uÁõ! }
Hß Á¸zu©õP CÆÁÚzvÀ A©º¢v¸UQÓõ#
Azøu S¢v §øáUS ©»ºPÒ öPõ#¯ öŒßÓ
EßøÚ
PõnÂÀø»
GßÓ
Á¸zuzvÀ
PõzxUöPõsi¸UQÓõº.”

CÁº ÷£õß÷Óõº GÀ»õ® PõµnªßÔ CÓUP
÷|›mhõÀ, AÓö|Ô ÷£õØÔ ÁõÌ¢x GßÚ
£¯ß Áõ_÷uÁ÷µ”

“Eß Á¸zuzvØS Põµn® GßÚ EßøÚ
Án[QÂmk öŒõÀQÓõ÷µ ¯õº AÁº?”

“C¯»õx Áõ_÷uÁ÷µ! |õß HØPÚ÷Á,
E[PÎh® £›PõµzvØPõÚ, ÷|µ® AÁ›h®
CÀø» Gß÷Ó÷Ú!”

“£oQ÷Óß
Áõ_÷uÁ÷µ,
|®
AìvÚõ¦µzvß ¤µøá AÁº, uß áõuPzøu
Pozx, AÁ›ß v¸©nzvØS, J¸ |À»
•Tºzu |õÒ SÔzx uµa öŒõßÚõº”

“Põ»øÚ²® Põ»zvÚõÀ Pn¨ö£õÊx
Põzv¸UP øÁUP •i²® \Põ÷uÁõ! £›Põµzøu
•u¼À TÖ”

“AuØPõPÁõ Á¸zu¨£kQÓõ# \Põ÷uÁõ?”
“CÀø» Áõ_÷uÁ÷µ! AÁ›ß B²mPõ»®
ªPÄ® SøÓÁõP EÒÍx. AuÚõÀ |õøÍ Áõ
PozxU TÖQ÷Óß GßÖ, AÁøµ AÝ¨¤
Âm÷hß.”

“AÁ›ß áõuPzvß£i J¸ ÷Põ°ø»U
Pmi, Sh•ÊUS AÁ÷µ öŒ#uõº GßÓõÀ,
AÁº wºUPõ²_ ö£ØÖ, ÁõÌÁõ[S ÁõÌÁõº.
÷©¾® A¨¤µøá°ß ©µn® CßÖ |k
áõ©zvÀ {PÇ¨÷£õQÓx! G¨£i AÁµõÀ C¢u
£›Põµzøu {øÓ÷ÁØÓ •i²® ©õuÁõ!?”

“BÚõÀ
\Põ÷uÁõ!
Âv
•i¢uõÀ
AøÚÁ¸® C¨¦Â²»P ÁõÌUøPø¯ •izx
öŒÀ»zuõ÷Ú ÷Ásk®? CvÀ
¯õ¸®
ÂvÂ»UPÀ» HuõÁx £›Põµ® C¸US÷©! TÓ
÷Ási¯x uõ÷Ú!! \Põ÷uÁõ”
“Esø©uõß Áõ_÷uÁ÷µ! BÚõ¾® Gß
©Ú® H÷uõ JßøÓ Gso PnUQÓx. AÁº
•¨¤ÓÂ°¾® G¨£õÁzvØS® BÍõPõuÁº!
÷©¾®, A¨¤µøá C¨¤ÓÂ°¾® C®ª¯ÍÄ
Th, AÓö|Ô uÁÓõx ÁõÌ¢x Á¸£Áº.

“•u¼À £›Põµ® GßÚöÁßÖ TÖ! AÁ›ß
B²øÍ }miUP •iQÓuõ? GßÖ £õº¨÷£õ®.”

“\Põ÷uÁõ Âv £»ß Gx÷Áõ Ax |hUPmk®
A[S Azøu S¢v §øáUPõP Põzv¸¨£õº.
öŒÀ÷Áõ®. Áõ!”
©Ö|õÒ AvPõø»°À \Põ÷uÁß A¢u
¤µøáø¯ Aµs©øÚ Áõ°¼À PshÄhß,
BÚ¢u Avºa]²ØÓõß.
\Põ÷uÁÝUS C¸¨¦ öPõÒÍÂÀø». ‘|õß
Pozux CxÁøµ ö£õ#zuvÀø»÷¯. A¨£i

Ask not what your country can do for you. Ask what you can do for your country!
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C¸UP CÁº GÆÁõÖ E°÷µõk C¸UQÓõº?!’
GßÖ Gsn Kmh[PÎÀ ‰ÌQ,

“\Põ÷uÁõ A¨¤µøá ÷|ØÖ AÁº G[S
C¸¢uõº? GßÚ öŒ#uõº?”

“AìvÚõ¦µzx ¤µøá÷¯ ÷|ØÖ }[PÒ
GßøÚ Á¢x, \¢vzx öŒßÓ¤ß |h¢uÁØøÓ
TÖ[PÒ”

“]v»©øh¢u
÷Põ°¼À
A¨¤µøá
u[Q, AuøÚ uß {øÚÁõ÷»÷¯ ^º öŒ#x,
Sh•ÊUS® öŒ#v¸UQÓõº Áõ_÷uÁ÷µ!”

“CÍÁµ\º \Põ÷uÁ÷µ Gß CÀ»zvØS
v¸®¦® ÷ÁøÍ°À PsqUS ¦»¨£hõu
Põ›¸Ò ÷©P[PÒ ÁõÛÀ ÷uõßÔ £P»ÁøÚ
©øÓzx Âmhõß! ö£¸ ©øÇ ö£#¯
Bµ®¤zxÂmhx!! ªßÚÀ RØÖPÒ ÁõøÚ
QÈzxU öPõsi¸¢uÚ!!! Ci÷¯õøŒ PõuõÀ
÷PmP •i¯õu AÍÂØS C¸¢ux.!!!! `ÓõÁÎU
PõØÖ _ÇßÖ Aizux. CøÓÁøÚ ©ÚvÀ
GsoUöPõsk, A[Q¸¢u J¸ £õÇøh¢u
©sh£zvÀ, C¯ØøPa ^ØÓ[PÐUS Ag]
Jx[Q÷Úß.
Tº¢x
PÁÛz÷uß.
Ax
£õÇøh¢u ©sh£® AÀ». ]v»©øh¢u
÷Põ°À. Gß ©ÚvÀ ÷Põ°¼À £Êuøh¢u
£SvPøÍ Pmk©õÚ ö£õ¸mPøÍ öPõsk
^º öŒ#ÁuõP {øÚzx £õºz÷uß. ÷PõÂ¼ß
•Êz ÷uõØÓ•® SøÓ°ßÔ PsqUS
¦»¨£mhx. Gß Gsn[PÍõ÷»÷¯ ÷Põ°¾US
Ásnªmk, Pº¨£QµPzøu ¤µvèøh öŒ#x,
÷Põ°¼ß £oPÒ AøÚzøu²® •izx,
Sh•ÊUS® |hzv øÁ¨£x ÷£õßÓ {øÚzx
£õºz÷uß. \Ø÷Ó A¯º¢x Âm÷hß CÍÁµ÷Œ!
CµÄ ö£õÊx }[Q PvµÁß Evzx Âmhõß.
Gß CÀ»zvØS öŒÀ»õ©À, Gß ©n |õøÍ
u[PÎh® SÔzxUöPõsk, ¤ß CÀ»®
öŒÀ»»õ® GßÖ u[PøÍU Põn Á¢xÂm÷hß
CÍÁµ÷Œ!”

“\Põ÷uÁõ PÁÚ©õP ÷PÒ!!! CøÓÁß
AÁ›ß Aº¨£o¨ø£ •Êø©¯õP HØÖU
öPõshõº;
GÆÂuzv¾®
CøÓÁøÚ
ÁÈ£h»õ®; CøÓÁøÚ £Ø£» ÁÈPÎÀ
£UuºPÒ
BµõvUQßÓÚº;
AøÚÁ›h•®
GÆÂuzv¾® £õS£õk £õµõmhõuÁº CøÓÁß.
öŒÀÁ öŒÈ¨¤À vøÍ¨£Áº •uÀ Bsi
Áøµ AøÚÁ¸® CøÓÁÝUSa \©©õÚÁ÷µ.
AÁº £UuºPøÍ E¯º¢uÁº uõÌ¢uÁº GßÖ
£õS£kzv¨ £õº¨£vÀø». ÷|ºzvUPhßPÒ
£À»õ°µUPnUPõÚ •øÓPÎÀ CøÓÁÝUS
öŒ¾zu¨£kQÓx.
AøÚzøu²®
J÷µ
÷|º÷PõmiÀ øÁzx uõß, AÁµÁº £õÁ
¦so¯[PÐUS HØ£ Cµm]UQÓõß CøÓÁß.
A÷u÷£õß÷Ó A¨¤µøá°ß ©ÚU ÷Põ°ø»
HØÖ AÁ›ß B²øÍ }mizx, C¸UQÓõº
CøÓÁß.”

CuøÚU÷Pmh
\Põ÷uÁß,
BÚ¢u
Avºa]²ØÖ ¤µøá°ß ©n |õøÍ SÔzxU
öPõkzx, AÁøµ ÁõÌzv AÝ¨¤ øÁzuõº.
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A¨÷£õx A[S Á¢u ÷PõÂ¢uøµ Án[Q,
“Áõ_÷uÁ÷µ! £›Põµ® Hx® öŒ#¯õ©÷», ÷|ØÖ
|õß TÔ¯ ¤µøá Á¢x ©n |õÒ SÔzx
öŒßÓõº.”
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“Ax G¨£i Œõzv¯®. Œõìvµ[PÒ ö£õ#zux
CÀø»÷¯? A¨¦Ó® G¨£i E°÷µõk EÒÍõº
Áõ_÷uÁ÷µ?”
SIEMA Magazine

“Esø©uõß Áõ_÷uÁ÷µ! AøÚÁ¸®
CøÓÁÝUS \©®. BÚõÀ A¨ ¤µøá TÔ¯
]u»©øh¢u ÷Põ°À C[S CÀø»÷¯?”
“Esø©uõß
\Põ÷uÁõ!
A¨¤µøá
Jx[Q¯ Chzøu ]v»©øh¢u ÷Põ°»õP
©ÚvÀ Gso, uß GsnzvÚõÀ ^º öŒ#x,
Sh•ÊUS® |hzv°¸UQÓõº”
“AÁº {ÖÂ¯x ©ÚU÷Põ°À. CuøÚ
CøÓÁß •Êø©¯õP HØÖUöPõsk AÁ›ß
B²øÍ }mizx Âmhõº. £UuºPÒ Â¸®¦®
Ásn® GÆÂuzv¾® CøÓÁøÚ ÁÈ£h»õ®
\Põ÷uÁõ!”
‘©ÚvÀ ]v»©øh¢u ÷Põ°À ÷uõßÓ,
Áõ_÷uÁº uõß Põµn©õP C¸UP •i²®’ GÚ,
\Põ÷uÁß {øÚUP, Áõ_÷uÁ÷µõ \Põ÷uÁøÚ
£õºzx, ÁuÚa]›¨¦ ]›UP, ÷PõÂ¢uÛß
A¸øÍ Gso £o¢x Án[QÚõß ŒPõ@uÁß.

Let everyone be free as a bird. Let not cage that bird. Let everyone enjoy this freedom.
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New Delhi, the 26 June, 2020
असाधारण
EXTRAORDINARY
भाग II—खण्ड 3—उप-खण्ड (ii)
PART II—Section 3—Sub-section (ii)

exceed fifty crore rupees and turnover does not
S.O. 2119(E).—In exercise of the powers conferred
प्राजधकार से प्रकाजित
exceed two hundred and fifty crore rupees.
by sub-section (1) read with sub-section (9)
of
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY
section 7 and sub-sectionसं.(2)
1875]read with sub-section
नई ददल्ली, िुक्िार, जून 26, 2020/आषाढ़ 5, 1942
No. 1875]
NEW DELHI, FRIDAY, JUNE2.
26, 2020/ASADHA
5, 1942 a micro, small or medium enterprise
Becoming
(3) of section 8, of the Micro, Small and Medium
क्ष्म, लघु और मध्यम उद्यम मंत्रालय
Enterprises Development Act, 2006, (27 of सू2006),
(1) Any person who intends to establish a micro,
hereinafter referred to as the said Act, and in अजधसूचना small or medium enterprise may file Udyam
नई ददल्ली, 26 जून, 2020
supersession of the notifications of the Government
Registration online in the Udyam Registration
का.आ. 2119(अ).—के न्द्रीय सरकार, सूक्ष्म, लघु और मध्यम उद्यम जिकास अजधजनयम, 2006 (2006 का 27),
of India in the Ministry of Micro,
Small
and
Medium
on (1)self-declaration
with no
जजसे इसमें इसके पश्चात् उक्त अजधजनयम कहा गया है, की धारा 7 कीportal,
उप-धारा (9) के based
साथ पठित उप-धारा
और
Enterprises number S.O.1702
), dated
theपठित
1°उप-धारा
June,
धारा 8(E
की उप-धारा
(3) के साथ
(2) द्वारा प्रदत्त िजक्तयों
का प्रयोग करते हुए औरto
भारत upload
के राजपत्र,
requirement
documents, papers,
असाधारण,
II, खंड2017,
3, उप-खंS.0.3322
ड (ii) में प्रकाजित भारत सरकार के सूक्ष्म, लघु और मध्यम उद्यम मंत्रालय की
2020, S.O. 2052 (E), dated the
30thभाग
June,
certificates or proof.
अजधसूचना सं. का.आ.1702(अ), तारीख 1 जून, 2020, का.आ.2052(अ), तारीख 30 जून, 2017, का.आ. 3322(अ),
(E ), dated the 1st November, 2013 and S.0.1722 (E ),
Onको,registration,
(referred to as
तारीख 1 निम्बर, 2013 और का.आ. 1722(अ) तारीख 5 अक्(2)
तूबर, 2006
उन बातों के जसिाय अजधक्ांan
त करतेenterprise
हुए
dated the 5th October, 2006,
in दकया
theगया
Gazette
जजन्द्published
हें ऐसे अजधक्मण से पहले
है या करने का लोप दकया गया है इस जनजमत्त सलाहकार सजमजत की जसफाठरिों
“Udyam”
in
the
Udyam
Registration
portal) will
अजभप्राप्त करने के पश्चात् 1 जुलाई, 2020 से सूक्ष्म, लघु और मध्यम उद्यम के रूप में िगीकरण के जलए कजतपय
of India, Extraordinary, कोPart
II, Section 3, Subbe
a permanent
मानदंड अजधसूजचत करती है और ज्ञापन (जजसे इस अजधसूचना में इसके पश्
चात्assigned
“उद्यम रजजस्ट्रीकरण’’
कहा गया है) फाइल identity number to be
Section (ii), except as respects
things done or omitted
करने की प्ररूप और प्रदक्या जिजनर्ददष्ट करती है, अथाात:् -known as “Udyam Registration Number.”
to be done before such supersession,
the कोCentral
1.
उद्यमों का िगीकरण.–उद्यम
जनम्नजलजखत मानदंडों के आधार पर सूक्ष्म, लघु या मध्यम उद्यम में िगीकृ त दकया
(3) An e-certificate, namely, “Udyam Registration
जाएगा,the
अथाात:् recommendations
Government, after obtaining
Certificate” shall be issued on completion of the
ऐसा सूक्ष्behalf,
म उद्यम, जहां संhereby
यंत्र और मिीनरी या उपस्ट्कर में जिजनधान एक करोड रुपए से अजधक नहीं है और
of the Advisory Committee (i)in this
registration process.
न पांच करोड रुपए से अजधक नहीं है;
notifies certain criteria2849 GI/2020
for आिताclassifying
the (1)
enterprises as micro, small and medium enterprises
3. Composite criteria of investment and turnover
and specifies the form and procedure for filing the
for classification
memorandum (hereafter in this notification to be
(1) A composite criterion of investment and
known as “Udyam Registration”), with effect from
turnover shall apply for classification of an
st
the 1 day of July, 2020, namely:-enterprise as micro, small or medium.
1. Classification of enterprises - An enterprise
(2) If an enterprise crosses the ceiling limits
shall be classified as a micro, small or medium
specified for its present category in either of the
enterprise on the basis of the following criteria,
two criteria of investment or turnover, it will
namely:cease to exist in that category and be placed in
(i) a micro enterprise, where the investment in
plant and machinery or equipment does not
exceed one crore rupees and turnover does not
exceed five crore rupees;
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(ii) a small enterprise, where the investment in
plant and machinery or equipment does not
exceed ten crore rupees and turnover does not
exceed fifty crore rupees; and
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(iii) a medium enterprise, where the investment in
plant and machinery or equipment does not
SIEMA Magazine

the next higher category but no enterprise shall
be placed in the lower category unless it goes
below the ceiling limits specified for its present
category in both the criteria of investment as
well as turnover.
(3) All units with Goods and Services Tax
Identification Number (GSTIN) listed against
the same Permanent Account Number (PAN)
shall be collectively treated as one enterprise
and the turnover and investment figures for
May this tricolor flag always fly high and higher & touch the sky.

4.

Calculation of investment in plant and
machinery or equipment

(1) The calculation of investment in plant and
machinery or equipment will be linked to the
Income Tax Return (ITR) of the previous years
filed under the Income Tax Act, 1961.
(2) In case of a new enterprise, where no prior ITR
is available, the investment will be based on selfdeclaration of the promoter of the enterprise and
such relaxation shall end after the 31st March of
the financial year in which it files its first ITR.
(3) The expression “plant and machinery or
equipment” of the enterprise, shall have the
same meaning as assigned to the plant and
machinery in the Income Tax Rules, 1962
framed under the Income Tax Act, 1961 and
shall include all tangible assets (other than land
and building, furniture and fittings).
(4) The purchase (invoice) value of a plant and
machinery or equipment, whether purchased
first hand or second hand, shall be taken into
account excluding Goods and Services Tax
(GST), on self-disclosure basis, if the enterprise
is a new one without any ITR.
(5) The cost of certain items specified in the
Explanation I to sub-section (1) of section 7 of
the Act shall be excluded from the calculation
of the amount of investment in plant and
machinery.
5.

Calculation of turnover

(1) Exports of goods or services or both, shall be
excluded while calculating the turnover of any
enterprise whether micro, small or medium, for
the purposes of classification.
(2) Information as regards turnover and exports
turnover for an enterprise shall be linked to
the Income Tax Act or the Central Goods and
Services Act (CGST Act) and the GSTIN.

(3) The turnover related figures of such enterprise
which do not have PAN will be considered
on self-declaration basis for a period up to 31"
March, 2021 and thereafter, PAN and GSTIN
shall be mandatory.
6.

Registration process

(1) The form for registration shall be as provided in
the Udyam Registration portal.
(2) There will be no fee for filing Udyam Registration.
(3) Aadhaar number shall be required for Udyam
Registration.
(4) The Aadhaar number shall be of the proprietor
in the case of a proprietorship firm, of the
managing partner in the case of a partnership
firm and of a karta in the case of a Hindu
Undivided Family (HUF).
(5) In case of a Company or a Limited Liability
Partnership or a Cooperative Society or a Society
or a Trust, the organisation or its authorised
signatory shall provide its GSTIN and PAN
along with its Aadhaar number.
(6) In case an enterprise is duly registered as an
Udyam with PAN, any deficiency of information
for previous years when it did not have PAN
shall be filled up on self-declaration basis.
(7) No enterprise shall file more than one Udyam
Registration:
Provided that any number of activities including
manufacturing or service or both may be
specified or added in one Udyam Registration.
(8) Whoever intentionally misrepresents or
attempts to suppress the self-declared facts and
figures appearing in the Udyam Registration or
updation process shall be liable to such penalty
as specified under section 27 of the Act.
7.

Registration of existing enterprises

(1) All existing enterprises registered under EMPart-II or UAM shall register again on the
Udyam Registration portal on or after the 1" day
of July, 2020.
(2) All enterprises registered till 30th June, 2020,
shall be re-classified in accordance with this
notification.

I’m proud and feel honored to be a free Indian of this peaceful and free nation.
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all of such entities shall be seen together and
only the aggregate values will be considered
for deciding the category as micro, small or
medium enterprise.
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(3) The existing enterprises registered prior to 30th
June, 2020, shall continue to be valid only for a
period up to the 31sday of March, 2021.
(4) An enterprise registered with any other
organisation under the Ministry of Micro, Small
and Medium Enterprises shall register itself
under Udyam Registration.
8.

Updation of information and transition period
in classification

(1) An enterprise having Udyam Registration
Number shall update its information online
in the Udyam Registration portal, including
the details of the ITR and the GST Return for
the previous financial year and such other
additional information as may be required, on
selfdeclaration basis.
(2) Failure to update the relevant information
within the period specified in the online Udyam
Registration portal will render the enterprise
liable for suspension of its status.
(3) Based on the information furnished or gathered
from Government's sources including ITR or
GST return, the classification of the enterprise
will be updated.
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(4) In case of graduation (from a lower to a higher
category) or reverse-graduation (sliding
down to lower category) of an enterprise, a
communication will be sent to the enterprise
about the change in the status.
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(5) In case of an upward change in terms of
investment in plant and machinery or
equipment or turnover or both, and consequent
re-classification, an enterprise will maintain its
prevailing status till expiry of one year from
the close of the year of registration. In case of
reverse-graduation of an enterprise, whether
as a result of re-classification or due to actual
changes in investment in plant and machinery
or equipment or turnover or both, and whether
the enterprise is registered under the Act or
not, the enterprise will continue in its present
category till the closure of the financial year and
it will be given the benefit of the changed status
only with effect from 1st April of the financial
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year following the year in which such change
took place.
9.

Facilitation
enterprises

and

grievance

redressal

of

(1) The Champions Control Rooms functioning in
various institutions and offices of the Ministry
of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises
including the Development Institutes (MSMEDI) shall act as Single Window Systems for
facilitating the registration process and further
handholding the micro, small and medium
enterprises in all possible manner.
(2) The District Industries Centres (DICs) will also
act as Single Window facilitation Systems in
their Districts.
(3) Any person who is not able to file the Udyam
Registration for any reason including for lack
of Aadhaar number, may approach any of the
above Single Window Systems for Udyam
Registration purposes with his Aadhaar
enrolment identity slip or copy of Aadhaar
enrolment request or bank photo pass book or
voter identity card or passport or driving licence
and the Single Window Systems will facilitate
the process including getting an Aadhaar
number and thereafter in the further process of
Udyam Registration.
(4) In case of any discrepancy or complaint, the
General Manager of the District Industries
Centre of the concerned District shall undertake
an enquiry for verification of the details of
Udyam Registration submitted by the enterprise
and thereafter forward the matter with necessary
remarks to the Director or Commissioner
or Industry Secretary concerned of the State
Government who after issuing a notice to the
enterprise and after giving an opportunity
to present its case and based on the findings,
may amend the details or recommend to the
Ministry of Micro, Small or Medium Enterprises,
Government of India, for cancellation of the
Udyam Registration Certificate.
[F. No. 21(5)/2019-P&G/Policy (Pt-IV)]
A. K. SHARMA, Secy.
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